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PRESENTATION

One of the challenges the ILO and its members in the region have to face is to 
develop productive practices that foster decent working conditions. These 
practices have to be participative, they must involve training and be beneficial 
and safe, and they must promote gender equity and an environment of social 
dialogue. This is only possible if they lead to increased labour force productivity 
and improved competitiveness in highly competitive markets. 

In the sixth key point of the Global Employment Agenda, “Employability 
by improving knowledge and skills”, it is stated that education and skills are 
vital sources for improved employability and greater labour productivity. The 
Agenda goes on to assert that “a strong skill base promotes productivity and 
employment in at least two ways. First, it enables enterprises to adapt rapidly to 
change, innovate and move with greater ease up the value chain. Second, skills 
and an education system that enables people to learn underlie the individual’s 
employability. This, in turn, allows for new knowledge to be more rapidly applied 
within the enterprise. It also gives people greater labour market security when 
their present jobs are at risk.”

Vocational training institutions in the region are interested in the impact training 
has on productivity. Many of them are implementing programmes aimed at 
improving the productive equation not just by competency-based training of the  
workers but also through a variety of activities like HRM consultancy services for 
enterprises, support for technological development, environmental protection, 
heath and safety management, quality management and other aspects of     
enterprise administration. This is a good way to promote decent work because, 
along with productivity and competitiveness, it could make it a key objective in 
national development strategies.

Various institutions in the region have already implemented specific experiences 
to provide themselves with an evaluation system to gauge the impact that worker 
training has on productivity. Examples of this are the INFOTEP in the Dominican 
Republic and the INTECAP in Guatemala. Similarly, in Mexico, Cuba and Chile 
enterprises have made efforts to improve productivity by developing training in 
the workplace. 

This is a guide to the System for Measurement and Improvement of Productivity 
(SYMAPRO). In this system, the social actors in an enterprise agree on objectives, 
and indicators for these are systematically measured. Then, in a process of 
dialogue and analysis, the social actors are invited to commit themselves to 
raising productivity and improving working conditions. The SYMAPRO is an 
organizational learning tool based on non-formal education, and it involves a 
combination of practical and technical knowledge. 

PRESENTATION
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It is an integrated and holistic system because it involves proposing and analysing 
improvements not only in productive processes but also in working conditions, 
which includes health and safety management at work and attitudes in areas like 
tidiness, cleanliness and absenteeism. The indicators for all these varied aspects 
are based on just one criterion: effectiveness. 

SYMAPRO is the path towards changing the culture of work. It is geared to 
creating a work atmosphere of cooperation and confidence built on efficient and 
continuous communication between senior managers, middle level staffs and 
operational personnel, and aimed at reaching objectives in different areas.

This is in harmony with the ILO policy to promote decent work in the region and 
at the same time to facilitate the application of many of the measures enshrined 
in ILO Recommendation 195 concerning human resources development. In fact, 
the SYMAPRO is a mechanism to enhance social dialogue about knowledge, 
with the focus on raising productivity and improving working conditions. The 
ILO promotes it as a method to improve communication within organizations by 
establishing commitments on both sides to pursue objectives that the social actors 
and productive organizations share.

SIMAPRO is following the resolutions of the Global Jobs Pact as it is meeting the 
challenge of providing responses to the world crisis with policies and practices 
to promote decent work. The system fosters improvements to productivity and 
working conditions, and it includes environmental protection, respect for workers’ 
rights, the promotion of gender equality, participation by the people and social 
dialogue. It helps to optimise the use of material, financial and human resources 
in a scheme of organization through people.

Over the last 15 years, in a joint action initiative by the ILO Office in Mexico and 
ILO/Cinterfor, the SYMAPRO has been implemented in enterprises in Mexico 
(especially in the sugar industry), the Dominican Republic, Cuba, and more 
recently in Guatemala and Chile. The SYMAPRO methodology was adapted to the 
specific circumstances in each of these countries so implantation was solid in each 
case. Information about these experiences, and analysis and support, is available 
at the ILO web site: www.oit.org.mx/simapro. There is also software about the 
application of the model that is available on an Internet platform. This Guide is 
an additional resource to support application of this methodology and to extend 
the system to other enterprises and countries. No doubt the Guide will facilitate 
the training of supervisors, managers and union members who are interested in 
utilising the SYMAPRO, and also that of technical staff in the training institutions 
involved in providing support for productivity in enterprises. 

PRESENTATION
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INTRODUCTION

This Guide is an instrument for raising labour productivity and improving 
working conditions through informal and formal training processes, collective as 
well as individual, in organizations. The instrument this Guide explicates is called 
the System for Measurement and Improvement of Productivity (SYMAPRO). The 
key characteristic of this system is that the measurements utilised are derived from 
group learning, and that group learning is checked against the measurements to 
verify that the action taken is having the anticipated impact not only in productive 
processes but also in social processes. 

Instruments like the SYMAPRO are important in situations in which organizations 
are obliged to invest in training in order to remain competitive in markets and/
or to improve their capacity to assimilate new technologies and new systems for 
quality, production and work organization.

At the same time, these organizations have to respond to the social need to 
improve working conditions. In other words, training should not only lead to 
greater productivity but it should also promote decent working conditions so the 
dynamic of the improvement can be sustainable over time. 

The main virtue of the SYMAPRO is that it fosters this twofold impact, on 
productivity and on working conditions, through a system of ongoing group 
learning. It is not easy for organizations to install a system of this kind and 
maintain it over time. This is not because the methodology is hard to assimilate, 
on the contrary, it is relatively straightforward, but because it can be difficult 
to overcome a predominant work culture in which the spaces for knowledge-
based dialogue between senior management, middle management and workers 
are very restricted.

This Guide is based on the experience acquired when a pre-established model 
was adapted to real conditions in organizations in Latin America, particularly 
in Mexico and some Caribbean countries (Cuba, the Dominican Republic). 
It contains examples, good practices and reflections derived from ten years 
of experimentation and progress in the methodological development and 
management of the SYMAPRO. But in the final analysis it is just a guide, which 
means that each organization will have to adapt the content to its own specific 
needs and conditions. 

The Guide is made up of four parts. The first describes the concepts behind the 
SYMAPRO and their connections to ILO objectives and policies. The second is the 
measurement component, which explains step by step how to construct a system 
of indicators. In the third part we come to the heart of the model, the feedback 
component, which involves the training element. In the fourth part we make some 
recommendations about the best ways to manage the system.

INTRODUCTION
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 SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT 
AND IMPROVEMENT OF PRODUCTIVITY

SYMAPRO  
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What is the SYMAPRO?

The SYMAPRO is a permanent, holistic and inclusive learning system in 
organizations that is geared to achieving the organization’s objectives as a whole, 
these objectives being agreed by all the people involved.  The aim is to improve 
efficiency, quality and working conditions in the organization by involving 
operational personnel, middle management and senior management, and getting 
them all to make a commitment.

The SYMAPRO is based on systematic 
measurements using groups of 
indicators that capture the organization’s 
objectives. These indicators are agreed 
beforehand by the social actors. The 
measurement results from each work 
group or area are analysed, and this is 
used as the basis for making continual 
improvements. The success and impact 
of each improvement proposal is 
monitored through ongoing group 
feedback. This in turn is used as the 
basis for implementing productivity 
incentives in recognition of people’s 
performance.

In this way the SYMAPRO converts 
human resources or personnel 
management into a strategic function 
in the organization. It becomes a tool to 
mobilise people’s abilities to contribute 
to objectives and goals that have 
been previously agreed. The system 
gives management feedback about 
dysfunctional situations in different 
departments, and about solutions which 
emerge from workers initiatives. 

The SYMAPRO is an approach that 
allows various ILO policies to be built 
into organizations in a convergent 
way.

MeasureMent and IMproveMent of  
HuMan resources perforMance by Group
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It is an instrument oriented to decent work in organizations, and it involves 
getting all the personnel in an organization involved in processes to improve 
productivity and working conditions.

As an instrument it involves the practical implementation of ILO 
Recommendation 195 concerning human resources development, which 
promotes the need to create permanent learning mechanisms in organizations. 
The SYMAPRO is also a mechanism for knowledge-based social dialogue, 
and the ILO is promoting it as a vehicle to improve communication inside 
organizations by establishing commitments geared to objectives that are 
shared by the social actors.

What are the benefits of the SYMAPRO?

The SYMAPRO helps to change the work culture in an organization by 
fostering an atmosphere of collaboration and confidence based on effective and 
constant communication between senior management, middle management 
and operational staff, oriented to achieving objectives at department or area 
level. It helps to establish uniform operational criteria among all personnel and 
brings everyone into line with the organization’s mission, vision and values. It 
facilitates people’s involvement in projects to promote quality and technical and 
organizational changes. It generates action to promote continuous improvement, 
based on commitment and follow-up by employees as well as managers. 

These benefits of the SYMAPRO become significant when they are coordinated 
with a management project in the organization. The SYMAPRO is a tool that 
helps to transform management programmes, especially ISO quality management 
and/or management by objectives, into an organization and work culture. It 
utilises projects and systems derived from the organization’s strategy to forge 
links between operational staff and middle management. This linkage makes it 
possible to involve all staff in the interactive construction of management systems. 
The SYMAPRO amounts to a system of social innovation at work whereby the 
employees’ creative abilities are mobilised and the ambiguities inherent in the 
organization can be managed.

At the operational level, the SYMAPRO contributes to the administration of the 
organization’s performance. It makes it possible check annual programming 
against the real results, identify problems that emerge, and systematically 
generate proposals for improvements, and thus it becomes a management system 
for planning and budgets. The feedback meetings are programmed and include 
training capsules that are drawn up in function of the skills that need to be 
developed and delivered at the meetings. This also constitutes a quality system, 
and, thanks to the SYMAPRO indicators, it can be evaluated in terms of impact.

SYMAPRO
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What are its characteristics?

The SYMAPRO is an instrument for organizational learning based on informal 
training in which theoretical knowledge is combined with practical knowledge, 
and technical knowledge with social knowledge. Good practices that are the 
product of experience are combined with theoretical concepts.

It is integrated and holistic because it involves analysis and generates improvement 
proposals not just in productive processes but also in working conditions, in the 
management of health and safety at work, and in attitudes towards cleaning for 
example, orderliness and absenteeism. The respective indicators in each case are 
standardised in line with one overriding criterion, which is effectiveness. It is 
holistic because it is based on an analysis of the work process taken as a whole, 
with social aims as well as process efficiency and quality objectives. It means 
that an organization’s productivity can be linked to a systematic review of the 
labour skills of its personnel, and these people actively participate in the process 
of identifying and overcoming obstacles in the productive processes. 

It is flexible because it can be adapted to any organization that has objectives, and 
it can be easily modified to cater to new aims or goals. This makes it an instrument 

SYMAPRO
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that, from the human perspective, facilitates constant changes in organizations by 
making the staff part of the process that generates change.

It is permanent because involvement and continuous improvement never come to 
an end but are organized in cycles, which means that processes can be evaluated 
and innovations introduced when necessary.

It is inclusive because all staff participate, from those at the bottom of the 
hierarchy right up to the general manager, and because people’s contributions 
to improvement are recognised. It is based on the conviction that details are an 
essential part of any system to improve productivity, and on improvements that 
are made to the work processes of each and every person in the organization. 
Performance evaluation criteria are defined and shared, and they form the basis 
for recognition which is conferred through various kinds of incentives.

What are the advantages of the SYMAPRO proposal?

The SYMAPRO measurement system has various advantages or virtues. 

First, it makes it possible to integrate into a single system objectives that at a given 
time may conflict with each other. For example, the objective of quantity per hour 
may conflict with the objective of product quality. Both objectives are important 
for the enterprise but there may be a point at which greater quantity has a negative 
impact on quality, or vice versa, where better quality reduces quantity.

Second, the system makes it possible to add together indicators of different kinds 
to yield one single rating for productivity, expressed as effectiveness. Managing 
several different indictors makes for complexity, but in this system diversity can 
be reduced to a single figure, which makes for easy communication within the 
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organization. The fact that there is just one number makes it easy to understand 
if a given operation is going well or badly, so it helps to motivate staff and thus 
contributes to a learning environment.

Third, the system develops in a “bottom up” way. It starts from the “ground 
floor”, so to speak, of the organization, in other words from the operational 
personnel. These are the people who best understand the critical factors in day 
to day operations and know what the most suitable indicators to measure those 
factors are. To the extent that the people at the bottom level help develop the 
system they will appropriate it as their own, which means they will enter into a 
genuine critical dialogue with management about what path to take. This process 
improves communication between the different levels of the organization.

Fourth, through the feedback meetings, the measurement system enables people 
to connect in a “natural” way with training events. Problems that come to light 
during the process should be regarded as obligatory points of reference to be used 
to develop training programmes based on principles of alternation between theory 
and practice and that make a direct contribution to improving productivity and 
working conditions. The system helps to generate an atmosphere of motivation 
and stimulus with regard to learning, thus paving the way for skilled work 
enhancement in the organization.

What kind of organization can it be applied to?

The SYMAPRO functions for any kind of organization and at all levels. It has been 
implanted in large organizations and also in micro and small ones, and it has been 
implemented in the production area, in administration and in management. As 
long as there is a will to establish objectives and follow them up systematically, 
the SYMAPRO can be implanted and serve as a measurement and improvement 
instrument.

Where did SYMAPRO start and who is applying it?

The SYMAPRO was originally developed in the 1980s by professor Pritchard of 
the University of Texas. It was called “ProMes”. In the 1990s it spread to other 
industrialised countries and by 2004 it was being applied in more than eleven 
of them. It arrived in Mexico in 1995 via a convention between the University of 
Tilburg in Holland and the ILO Office in Mexico. The system was adapted and 
implanted on a trial basis in an enterprise in the sugar sector. It was well accepted 
and subsequently implemented in other enterprises in the same sector, and by 
2005 it was in use in 16 such enterprises. It also spread to the Dominican Republic, 
where the INFOTEP included it in its programme of consultancy services for 
enterprises. It is in use in sugar sector enterprises in Cuba and Central America 

SYMAPRO
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(Guatemala). In Mexico, apart from the sugar sector, it has been applied in 
advisory services for SMEs, maquiladora export enterprises and service branches 
(tourism). In Chile, the fresh fruit sector started to use SYMAPRO in 2007 as a 
integrated training tool for temporally workers in the preparation, cultivation, 
harvest and packing processes; it is supported by the sectoral training body and 
social programmes of the government.

How to follow the SYMAPRO Guide?

This Guide is made up of three components that we consider essential for 
implanting the SYMAPRO in an organization. The first component is the 
measuring system. In the SYMAPRO, productivity is defined and measured as 
effectiveness. It is the efficient attainment of objectives set by the members of the 
organization for a defined period.  When there are a number of different objectives 
at the same time, measuring with a single indicator is particularly complex, but the 
SYMAPRO makes it simple. The performance goal in a department is set by the 
members of the group themselves, and performance by this criterion is followed 
up using measurements from suitable indicators that are constructed jointly by 
operational staff and middle and senior management. These measurements also 
make it possible to evaluate the impacts of improvements that are proposed and 
implemented, and these in turn are based on individual and collective learning 
and on the management of skills. 

The second component is the very heart of the SYMAPRO: it is feedback. 
Measuring is necessary but not sufficient to bring about improvement. There also 
has to be reflection based on the results of the measurements, and this generates 
improvement proposals that are then applied in practice. This requires the ability 
to infer the content of informal and formal learning grounded in an analysis of the 
measurements the indicators produce. This calls for a new kind of leadership on 
the part of middle and senior management, as they have to manage the innovation 
and coaching that leads to change. Measuring is systematic, and this is what 
differentiates the SYMAPRO from other techniques to manage improvement, it is 
always geared to initiatives aimed at objectives. 

The third component is the management of the SYMAPRO itself. Guided by 
experience, the outstanding aspects that successful implementation of the 
SYMAPRO depend on have been systematised. Various implementation stages 
have been defined: these include planning the start, consolidation and expansion, 
maturity, and renewal. Each of these stages has its critical points, and all require 
competent leadership to make changes in how the system is managed. Different 
actors in the organization have to change their leadership roles in function of the 
evolution of the succeeding stages of the SYMAPRO, and this is not easy as the 
degree to which different people are involved and committed depends on the 
organization’s culture and on personal interests, and these are asymmetrical.

SYMAPRO
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MEASUREMENT SYSTEM COMPONENT
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What is the SYMAPRO measurement component?

The SYMAPRO is made up of four parts. The first is measurement, the second 
and third are feedback and improvement, and the fourth is implementation. The 
four parts are interconnected. Based on measurements, the organization’s staff 
become conscious of the point where the organization’s productivity is located. 
This enables them to set priorities for making improvements. The steps taken to 
bring about improvement are evaluated again, in the light of fresh measurements, 
so what is set up is a “virtuous” process of continual improvement.

What is measured?

In the SYMAPRO, what is measured is the efficient attainment of work group 
objectives. Productivity is defined as effectiveness, which is the simultaneous and 
efficient attainment of objectives in the organization. This definition has a number 
of implications. The main one is that the scope of improvement in productivity 
depends on the commitment and learning capabilities of the members of the 
organization. The starting point is setting objectives, and there are learning efforts 
throughout the measurement cycle.

Organizations usually have some general objectives that apply to all departments 
or areas and other specific objectives that apply only to a particular department 
or process. In the SYMAPRO the specific objectives are derived from the general 
ones, and this ensures that the two sets are congruent. The staff contribute directly 
to the specific objectives through their performance, and they contribute to the 
general objectives indirectly, through the specific objectives and in combination 
with the performance of other department. For example, general objectives include 
the enterprise’s mission, vision, values, code of conduct or of ethics, enterprise 
social responsibility and sustainable development. These can be translated into 
objectives for individual areas, departments or processes. Thus the system ensures 
that efforts made by a work group in pursuit of its own specific objectives also 
contribute to the organization’s general objectives.

1. MeasureMent

3. proposals
for IMproveMent

2. feedback: 
reflectIon

What is not measured cannot be improved!

4. applIcatIon
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Attaining specific objectives depends on the performance of the work group, 
but not necessarily on them alone. Other factors can also have an influence, such 
as in a productive process whose raw material is not of uniform quality, or if 
highly complex technology is involved, or when markets fluctuate wildly. With 
the SYMAPRO, the organization has a tool that, through measurement, gives not 
only direction but also motivation to group effort in a way that is congruent, 
relevant and consistent with global or general objectives. 

Example:

One general objective of an enterprise ‘X’ is to satisfy its clients’ needs. At 
the level of the production department this translates into meeting quality 
specifications, responding rapidly to changes in demand and being highly 
efficient per work hour so as be able to offer the product at a low price. On this 
last point, the specific objective is to reduce idle time through bad operations 
and to maintain the rate of production per effective work hour.

The enterprise has another general objective, which is to generate a safe and 
healthy work environment. At the level of production this translates into 
acting in a safe way and maintaining healthy conditions with regard to 
cleanliness and hygiene and in sanitation services. 

How does measurement work?

Objectives are measured by the use of indicators. These indicate the extent to 
which we are approaching or moving away from the objective we have set. Each 
indicator has an immediate objective. This may be the same as a general objective 
or it may be specific to a particular area but derived from a general objective. For 
example, reducing work accidents is a general objective and also an immediate 
objective for the production area. Reducing costs is a general objective, and at the 
level of the production area perhaps it translates into the immediate objective of 
reducing idle time.

In the measuring process, observable units and standards are utilised, that is to 
say criteria that do not change. For example, the number of accidents or the minutes 
of time lost per shift.

An indicator is a time series that is useful for interpreting how a process behaves with respect to an established goal.

Source: Heredia (2004).
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syMapro enterprIse ‘X’

 General objectIve:  reduce costs

 specIfIc objectIve:  reduce Idle tIMe In MIllInG

 IndIcator:  Idle tIMe lost tHrouGH bad operatIons

 MeasureMent unIt:  MInutes

Some specific objectives contribute to more than one general objective. For 
example, the specific objective of cleanliness and order contributes to the general 
objective of accident prevention but it also contributes to cost reduction and to 
improving the quality of the product and the process. 

The problem with this specific objective is how to measure it in reliable way. One 
indicator that is frequently used is to draw up a checklist  reflecting cleanliness 
and order that can be observed unequivocally. For example, the absence of tools, 
steel wool or pieces of metal on the floor. In the foodstuffs industry this objective 
is connected to standards of good habits and practises in foodstuff manufacturing: 
good manufacturing practice (GMP). The points on the list are directly connected 
to reducing the risk that the food product may cause harm, and they include 
habits such as not smoking or chewing gum in production areas and not eating 
while at work.

The order and cleanliness or GMP indicator captures compliance with the points 
stipulated, and the units of measurement are the points on the observation list. 
What is difficult here is to maintain objectivity in measuring progress in work 
practices that are usually rather undisciplined in these areas.

General objectives can be derived from the enterprise’s mission, vision, values 
and code of conduct, and can then be translated into specific objectives for the 
various areas or departments.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM COMPONENT

eXaMples of MeasureMent of cleanlIness and order In tHe foodstuffs Industry
Points to comply with

 No smoking in work areas
 No chewing gum in work areas
 No eating in work areas (peanuts, seeds)
 No spitting near work areas
 No wearing rings or watches in work areas (process)
 Keep lockers clean
 No glass objects in work areas
 No aluminium objects in work areas
 No rubbish on floors or equipment (steel wool, papers, etc.)
 No metal waste (nuts, screws, tubes, etc.)
 Clean bathrooms (toilet bowl, washbasin, toilet paper, dry floor)

Totals
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How are values given to the measurement results?

The results of the indicator measurements will show whether our performance is 
good, regular or bad. In the SYMAPRO methodology, each measurement is rated 
in function of the objectives to be reached. The process of determining what it 
is viable for the organization to achieve depends on its context, that is to say on 
its technical and human resources and on the circumstances of the market. This 
rating in function of objectives to be attained is called effectiveness.

The results of the measurements on an indicator may be very effective in one 
organization but not very effective in another. For example, saving ten minutes 
of time lost per shift in a process industry may be very effective for an enterprise 
with backward technology but not very effective in an enterprise that has a high 
degree of automation and instrumentation.

In the SYMAPRO the results of each indicator are converted into effectiveness 
points. These show how good a particular result was with regard to the objective 
that was set. There is a scale with three key marks that we call “anchor points”:

a) +100 points: the best the indicator can show in the context of the 
organization.

b)  0 points: not good or bad in terms of what the indicator can show.

c) -100 points: the worst the indicator can show.

We call these the “measurement intervals”. A criterion for setting these anchor 
points has to be chosen. For the point ‘0’ we can utilise the plan and budget 
as reference points. The extreme points, the best and worst, should reflect real 
situations in the organization that have occurred at some time or other.

The form utilised to determine the intervals (in line with the example) is as 
follows:

General Objective: To Reduce Costs

specific Objective: Production Area: Reduce Idle Time

Indicator: Idle Time per Shift

measurement Unit: Minutes

Effectiveness:                 +100                          0                         -100

Indicator Value                   0                          10                        30

To facilitate conversion of the results from the indicators, the relation between the 
indicator and effectiveness can be expressed on a graph using the three key points. 
We call this the conversion graph of the values of the indicator to effectiveness 
points.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM COMPONENT
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With this scale, effectiveness points 
are allocated to the indicator 
results. In the example of idle time, 
it is determined that ten minutes of 
time lost per shift is “neither good 
nor bad”, 0 minutes is “very good” 
and 30 minutes is “very bad”, so 
with this indicator we can calculate 
effectiveness per shift per day.

If the first shift had five minutes 
of idle time on Monday it earns 50 
effectiveness points, if on Tuesday 
it had one minute of time lost it receives 90 points, and if on Wednesday it had 20 
minutes of time lost it receives -50 (minus 50) points.

The indicator value can be converted to approximate effectiveness points using a 
table of equivalences. Values are put at intervals (for example 0, 2, 4, 6, 8…minutes 
of idle time) and each is given the corresponding points to make the conversion 
in equal proportions (for example 100, 80, 60, 20…effectiveness points). When the 
value obtained from a measurement falls within a certain interval it is rounded 
up or down as the case may be. In our example, 59 seconds of time lost is rounded 
down to 0 minutes, 61 seconds is rounded up to 2 minutes, etc. The shorter the 
intervals the more precise the conversion.

There is a more exact way to make the conversion, which is to employ a mathematical 
formula. To do this we must first determine if the indicator measurement value 
falls in the positive or negative segment of the effectiveness points scale.

When it falls in the positive segment, formula (a) in the box is applied and the 100 
positive multiplier is used. When it falls in the negative segment formula (b) is 
applied and it takes the 100 negative multiplier.

In our example, five minutes of idle time falls in the positive segment of the 
conversion graph. We apply formula (a) from the box. We do the exercise step 
by step. Step 1: determine the values of the variables in the formula: V(max) = 
0; V(1) = 5; V(0) = 10. Step 2: carry out the partial operations: V(1) – V(0) =  -5; 
V(max) – V(0) = -10. Step 3: carry out the final operation: E(1) = {(-5)/(-10)}x100 = 
50. Therefore five minutes of time lost amounts to 50 effectiveness points.

In the same way we can work through the example of a measurement that yields 
twenty minutes of idle time. We use formula (b), which corresponds to the negative 
segment of the graph. Step 1: determine the values of the variables in the formula: 
V(min) = 30; V(1) = 20; V(0) = 10. Step 2: carry out the partial operations: V(1) – 
V(0) = 10; V(min) – V(0) = 20. Step 3: carry out the final operation: E(1) = {(10)/
(20)}x-100 = -50. Therefore the twenty minutes of idle time amount to -50 (minus 
50) effectiveness points.

conversion Graph of Indicator values for Idle 
time at effectiveness points
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By applying the approximate table of equivalences method or the precise formula 
method outlined above we can convert the observed values of the indicator into 
effectiveness points that express how closely we are approaching or how far we 
are moving away from the objectives that have been defined.

Week 1
Indicator: Idle Time, Unit: minutes

shift 1 shift 1 shift 2 shift 2

Value Effectiveness Value Effectiveness

monday 5 50 0 100

Tuesday 1 90 5 50

Wednesday 20 -50 25 -75

Thursday 10 0 6 40

Friday 5 50 5 50

TOTAL 140 165

Average 48 33

forMula to convert IndIcator value to effectIveness poInts

a) when the observed indicator value is greater than or equal to what 
corresponds to zero effectiveness points:

e (1) = [ (v (1) – v (0)) / (v (MaX) – v (0)] X 100

b) when the observed indicator value is less than what corresponds to zero 
effectiveness points:

e (1) = [(v (1) – v (0) / (v (MIn) – v (0)] X –100

Where:

E (1): effectiveness of the indicator corresponding to the measurement number 
1

V (max): value of the indicator that corresponds to maximum effectiveness

 (100 points)

V (0): value of the indicator that corresponds to zero effectiveness

V (min): value of the indicator that corresponds to minimum effectiveness

 (-100 points)

V (1): value of the indicator at the measurement number 1
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At the end of the week we can make a break in the measurement. The effectiveness 
points for each day are added up, and this gives the effectiveness for the week, 
which tells us whether the performance of that department or area has been good, 
regular or bad in this period. This information can be compared with other shifts 
in the same department. 

In our example, shift 1 had a total of 140 effectiveness points in week 1 and shift 2 
had 165 points; the daily averages were 28 and 33 respectively. These calculations 
can be made week by week, so we can represent progress over time visually with 
a graph or table called total partial effectiveness. It is partial because at this time 
we are taking measurements from just one indicator that corresponds to just one 
objective or part of an objective.

This system also enables us to 
make a total of results per shift 
for all the weeks and thus obtain 
an accumulated total for an entire 
period (three months, for example). 
When this figure is compared to the 
maximum possible (the number of 
weeks multiplied by the number of 
indicators and by 100) we can see the 
extent to which we have attained or 
fallen short of our objective in the 
period.

For example, in our case with a single indicator (time lost), after four weeks shift 
1 had a total of 163 effectiveness points, the figure obtained by adding up the 
averages for each week. Shift 2 had a total of 180 points. The maximum possible 
for these 4 weeks was 400 points. The degree of achievement in function of the 
maximum possible was 41% in shift 1 and 45% in shift 2.

The results can also be interpreted in 
terms of the zero effectiveness point, 
the point that indicates neither good 
nor bad performance. If the criterion 
to determine this point was the plan or 
the budget for the half year or year, the 
results acquire a different significance: 
in four weeks shift 1 managed to exceed 
the plan by 41% and shift 2 by 45%.

It is important to remember that in 
order to make this calculation the 
reference unit of time for calculating 
the averages has to be determined. In 
this case, the week was taken as the 
reference time unit. The average for 

Idle time
total partial effectiveness
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SHift 1 SHift 2 

 Idle tIMe
effectIveness poInts

  Week shift 1 shift 2
   (average) (average)

  1 28 33
  2 45 58
  3 38 22
  4 52 67
  5   
  6   
     

 Real total (a) 163 180
     

 maximum possible 
 total 4 weeks (b) 400 400
     

 % achievement (a)/(b) 41% 45%
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the weeks indicates the extent to which a result 
is above or below the plan or budget for the 
objective in question.

The way to interpret the effectiveness and the 
sense of the data is important in the model. 
The basis of the SYMAPRO is to raise the 
organization’s productivity by effecting a change 
in people’s behaviour that stems from a change 
in motivation. This change in staff behaviour 
is oriented to improving their strategies for 
performing their tasks or functions, and 
reducing their and other people’s wastage of 

time and effort. Motivation is considered the key factor behind making personnel 
seek new strategies and new ways to better achieve their objective or carry out 
their task.

Depending on the organization’s culture and its situation in time with respect 
to its strategies and the dynamic of the market, the results are expressed as the 
achievement of exceeding the zero point. This may be the planned target, or it 
may be how the shortfall can be made up to attain the maximum possible, which 
is the target that corresponds to 100 effectiveness points.

It would be a mistake 
to interpret the simple 
aggregation of the weekly 
averages of effectiveness 
points as the percentage 
of achievement or non-
achievement of the plan or 
budget. However, the average 
of the weekly averages can be 
used for this purpose.

non-linear example

100

0

-100

the conversion model to change indicator values into effectiveness points does not necessarily have to have a linear form 
from -100 to +100 points, it may also be constructed with a different scale.

One option is NOt to make the relation linear. this would be justified when there is 
no constant proportional connection between effort made and results in the value 
of the indicator. for example, at the zero effectiveness point (the plan) a little effort 
can bring about a considerable improvement in the indicator value for time lost, but 
the closer we move to the maximum possible value the greater the effort needed to 
bring about an improvement in the indicator. in this case, the message we want to 
send the staff is that they should evaluate the situation when the indicator is near 

the peak and decide whether it is worthwhile continuing to make a great effort to improve the value even more, or if they 
should dedicate their energies to improving another indicator. this might apply to situations in which quality objectives 
have to be combined with efficiency and flexibility objectives. 

Another possibility is not to assign the same weight to all the indicators. in the case of the cleanliness and order indicator, 
for example, it could be argued that the maximum effectiveness should be +10 points and the minimum -100. this 
would mean that this item is valued negatively if its indicator values fall short, but when the objective is attained the 
positive effectiveness is small, only 10 points. this would be justified when we wish to link positive effectiveness points with 
monetary incentives for the staff, and when the indicator, in this case cleanliness, is a conditioning but not a definitive 
factor in generating income (sales).
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Why are measurements converted into effectiveness points?

There are two reasons for converting indicator measurements into their equivalent 
effectiveness points. First, because it helps us to know and give a value to how near 
or far we are from the goal set for the objective in question. A result of 90 points 
indicates we are very close to the maximum possible for that objective, whereas 
a result of -50 points means we have fallen far short of the maximum level and 
therefore the objective.

The second reason, which 
might be more convincing 
than the first, is that this 
system makes it possible to 
add up various indicators, and 
therefore objectives, because 
they are all standardised 
under the indicator of 
effectiveness. This enables 
us to aggregate a number 
of different objectives, for 
example combining a quality 
indicator with one for 
efficiency, or one for safety 
with one for behaviour like 
absenteeism. We can add 
up the total of “apples” and 
“pears” and then add both to 
“cheeses”, so to speak, and 
the basis for this is how near 
or far each item is from its 
set objectives.

This is also important for two 
reasons. First, due to the fact that what we have here is a motivation instrument 
people tend to focus their energies on carrying out tasks and functions that are 
measured, and pay less attention to those that are not measured. If only one 
indicator is measured there is a risk that other factors that are important for the 
organization’s objectives might not be considered, and this is connected to the 
second reason. 

The second reason is that today organizations are faced with a complex market 
situation that demands not just cost or quality but also the ability to respond 
flexibly and quickly, to develop new designs, to comply with government 
regulations and to provide working conditions that are decent and suitable for 
continuous learning.

eXaMple
total effectIveness In tHe correctIon perIod

MArtiNez

cAdeNA

electric
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It is not easy to gear an enterprise to all these objectives at the same time. A 
measurement system that makes it possible to integrate all these objectives and 
their respective indicators on one single base helps enormously in the management 
of the organization as it provides a quick picture of how good or bad the day, 
week or month has been. With this information more congruent corrective action 
can be taken and a balance between different objectives can be found. In addition, 
the performance of one shift or team can be compared to that of another, and this 
can be linked to a results-based incentive system.

For example, in a sugar refinery there are three shifts in the milling area. The 
organization has efficiency and process quality indicators, such as effective milling 
per hour and the percentage of sugar that is not extracted from the refinery but 
remains in the bagasse (“wastage in bagasse”). These two indicators have to be 
kept in balance. If milling per hour increases too much this will have an adverse 
effect on the quality of the product and sugar will be lost in the bagasse. That is 
to say, what is gained on one side is lost on the other. Apart from this there are 
also indicators of a social kind, such as wearing personal protection equipment, 
maintaining cleanliness and order, and the question of absenteeism. To sum up, 
if there are five indicators they can yield a maximum of 500 effectiveness points (5 
times 100) per shift per day, and a minimum of –500 effectiveness points (5 times 
-100 points). The sum of points is called “total effectiveness”.

With the daily measurements per shift we obtain measurements of total 
effectiveness that show how good the day was in function of the set objectives. 
We can also make comparisons between groups. In the case of the sugar refinery 
in the example above, we can compare the results of the three shifts. At the end of 
a given period, harvest or processing operation, we have the total results of each 
shift or work team, which in turn serves as the basis for a system of incentives or 
payments. 

In the example of enterprise ‘X’ we measured idle time so as to try to reduce costs, 
but we can also add other indicators and objectives that are important for the 
organization. One could be the aim of improving the quality of the product. In the 
production area the indicator for this objective is rejects per shift, measured by the 
number or percentage of pieces per shift that do not meet the specifications. This 
indicator helps towards another objective, which is cost reduction, and also leads 
to greater client satisfaction with product quality because it lessens the probability 
of a bad quality item being delivered. 

In addition, a “social” objective can be set, such as to have a safe and healthy 
work environment. An indicator for this is the degree to which personal safety 
equipment is worn. The question is how to measure this indicator, and one 
measurement unit that could be used is the percentage of people per shift who 
wear the safety equipment. The problem is that the quantitative result obtained 
has to be converted into a percentage. Another way to measure this is to use a 
“negative” measurement criterion, the number of people in the work area who 
do not wear the safety equipment provided. This unit of measurement has two 
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advantages, namely (a) that it is easy to observe and calculate, (b) even when 
personnel in the work area vary, for example eventual or contracted workers, the 
measurement still gives a clear and unequivocal result, geared to the objective in 
question.

Another objective of the “social” kind is to maintain the premises in a clean 
and orderly condition. This contributes to other objectives like improving costs, 
quality and the work environment. The cleanliness and order indicator can be 
measured with an observation list of points with clear criteria for each. If the list 
has 8 points, the units of measurement will be these points.

Another social objective is to reduce absenteeism. This directly affects the other 
objectives mentioned here, especially when absenteeism is frequent and a 
significant number of people are involved. High absenteeism increases the risk 
that there will be greater time loss, production rejects and accidents, either because 
the workload for the workers who do the job is greater, or because replacement 
personnel are not sufficiently skilled and/or trained.

With all these objectives integrated into the system, the SYMAPRO matrix of 
indicators and effectiveness points in enterprise ‘X’ in our example would be as 
follows:

enterprIse ‘X’
MatrIX of IndIcators and effectIveness

effectiveness Points -100 0 +100

Production Area

iNdicAtOr                                  UNit Of MeASUreMeNt

idle time                                     Minutes per shift 30 10 0

rejects                                         % defective per shift 15 10 5

Wear safety equipment                Number people without equip/shift 3 1 0

cleanliness and order                   Observation list/ shift 4 6 6

Absenteeism                                 People absent per shift 2 1 0

Let us look at an example with these indicators. 
The results of the measurements obtained in week 
1 are converted into effectiveness points using the 
matrix of indicators and effectiveness with the three 
anchor values of the model (-100, 0 and 100). First, 
the effectiveness points are calculated per indicator 
per shift per day. Then the partial calculations are 
totalled, which gives total effectiveness per day. This 
tells us how good, regular or bad the performance 
of the shift was on a particular day. At the end of the 

enterprIse ‘X’
total effectIveness

production department

 Week shift 1 shift 2

 1 157 247 

 2   

 ..   

 ..   

 Total 157 247 
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week we have the aggregated total and we calculate the average. This represents 
effectiveness in that week, both partial and total.

The partial and total effectiveness table gives a variety of readings that can be 
used as a basis for analysis and at the feedback meetings to generate proposals 
for improvement.

The first reading is per day and per shift. For shift 1 the best day was Friday and 
the worst day was Thursday. For shift 2 the best was Wednesday and the worst 
was again Thursday. In the light of this data we can ask “What happened on 
Thursday?”

The second reading is a vertical reading by indicator. In both shifts the rejects 
indicator shows the least progress. In the “social” indicators shift 1 is below shift 
2. These two aspects could lead to a more in-depth analysis about causes and 
possible corrective responses. 

The third reading is of total effectiveness in the week. Here we can see that shift 2 
achieved better results than shift 1. From a possible maximum of 500 points, shift 
2 obtained 247 and shift 1 trailed behind with 157. Total effectiveness data can be 
accumulated over a given period, for example three or six months. This means 
they can be used as the basis for recognition or a previously stipulated prize for 
performance in the period. The incentive could be awarded in function of results 
per shift, that is to say the fact of having achieved a certain percentage above the 
target in the initial plan. Or the incentive could be in function of having emerged 
in first place on the list. Alternatively the two criteria could be combined.

There are different criteria for establishing a prize or incentive. The simplest 
is to base it on total effectiveness. This means assigning equal weight to all the 
indicators that are taken into account. 

Monday 40 20 0 50 0 110 50 30 0 100 100 280 
tuesday 60 40 100 0 100 300 55 35 100 50 0 240 
Wednesday 30 15 -50 100 0 95 85 90 100 100 100 475 
thursday -20 -20 100 -50 -100 -90 -30 -40 0 0 0 -70 
friday 40 30 100 100 100 370 50 60 50 50 100 310 
total 150 85 250 200 100 785 210 175 250 300 300 1235 
Average 30 17 50 40 20 157 42 35 50 60 60 247

enterprIse ‘X’
partIal and total effectIveness

production department

Week 1

turno 1 turno 2
idle time rejects safety clean. 

order
absent-
eeism

total idle time rejects safety clean. 
order

absent-
eeism

total
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A more complex criterion would be to take the process indicators since it is 
these that have a direct impact on costs and hence on financial results. The social 
indicators are taken as conditioning factors, so each would have at least a positive 
average partial value. 

Another option is to award a prize or some sort of recognition in function of the 
results of each indicator taken separately. For example, for least idle time, for 
safety, etc. The advantage of this approach is that it is more likely that participation 
will be greater in both shifts as each will have its own particular strengths. One 
shift will have a better safety record, another will do better as regards time lost, 
and this will cover a wider variety in the mosaic of how things really are in the 
production area. 

The model is very flexible not only in terms of the integration of variables or 
indicators but also when it comes to interpretation and analysis. Its use will 
depend on what the organization considers most suitable bearing in mind its 
culture and the objectives it has set.

If the organization is large the model can be expanded in proportion. For example, 
in a middle sized enterprise like a sugar refinery, the production department is 
made up of a number of areas (mills, boilers, production, maintenance) and each 
has three shifts. For each area the objectives, indicators, measurement units and 
effectiveness anchor points (-100, 0 and 100) are established. Suppose the matrix 
of indicators and effectiveness has 23 productive or technical process indicators 
and 4 social ones that are repeated in each area and that behave as mainstreamed 
indicators (cleanliness and order, safety at work, accidents, absenteeism).

The procedure to convert measurements into effectiveness points and then to 
construct the effectiveness matrix for each area follows the same logic as that 
outlined above. The model is flexible so it can be expanded without difficulty.
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1.- GreASe-free HANdrAilS
2.- NO Oil ON flOOrS ANd drAiNS
3.- NO rUbbiSH, PAPerS, bAGS, Steel WOOl, etc.
4.- lOOSe MetAl (ScreWS, NUtS, SHeetS, etc.)
5.- NO ObjectS iN PASSAGeWAyS Or StAirS
6.- NO SMOkiNG
7.- NO WAter MOPS

IndIcators
2004/2005 Harvest

SyMAPrO
Matrix indicators 

date:

Harvest:

Shift:

departMents procces IndIcators -100 0 100

batey MIlls

idle tiMe  * 15´ 10´ 5´
MilliNG rAte 300 315 330
WAStAGe iN bAGASSe 2,6 2,3 2,0
HUMidity iN bAGASSe 52 50 49

boIlers

PH AlcAliSed jUice 7.2 tO 7.8 7,1 7,4 7,8
PH cleAr jUice 6.8 tO 7.2 6,7 7 7,2
% WAStAGe iN fOAM 3,0 2,5 2,0
teMPerAtUre Of jUice 100 103 105
PH SUlPHite Of jUice 5,2 4,8 4,5
clArity Of jUice 25 30 35

VAPOr PreSSUre 20 21 22
PetrOl cONSUMPtiON ** lt/c 2.5 1.5 0

clarIfIcatIon

evaporatIon leVel GrAde briX MelAdUrA 60 65 70

crystalIsatIon
PUrity Of teMPle A 82 84 86
PUrity Of teMPle b 75 73 71
PUrity Of teMPle c 58 56 54

centrIfuGatIon
PUrity Of Seed b 90 93 95
PUrity Of Seed c 86 84 82
PUrity Of fiNAl HONey 38 37 35

dryInG, packaGInG and
ZuGar

HUMedity 0,06 0,05 0,04
ASHeS *** 0,24 0,23 0,22
MetAl PArticleS 6ppm 4 ppm 4ppm

electrIc dpt. idle tiMe P/Shift  10´ 5´ 0´

all departMents

1.- AbSeNteeiSM (Absences) 2 1 0
2.- cleANliNeSS ANd Order (Points) 1 3 7
3.- Sefety (Persons without helmet and shoes) 2 1 0
4.- AccideNtS 1 * 0

cleanlIness and order
* idle tiMe iNclUdeS All dePArtMeNtS
** NOt directly reSPONSible fOr cONSUMPtiON
*** ASHeS iNdicAtOr tHAt cAN be detected frOM cryStAlliSAtiON

socIal IndIcators -100 0 100

eXaMple of IndIcators and effectIveness MatrIX: suGar refInery
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How are objectives and indicators determined?

The core of the SYMAPRO is participation. Communication stems from this, and 
is strengthened with the information (including the results of measurements) 
provided, and training for technical, organizational and social understanding in 
the organization. This means greater motivation for commitment, collaboration 
and responsibility, and this in turn makes for better performance and hence 
increased labour productivity in the organization. This is the basis of the model.

basIs of syMapro Model

Information  
Measurement

commitment

training

responsibility

participation

communication

Motivation 

collaboration

perforMance

Greater productIvIty

A small family enterprise producing ice cream in the city of Santiago in the dominican republic implanted the SyMAPrO 
in 2000 to improve workforce productivity. With guidance from advisers from the National institute of Vocational training 
(iNfOteP), there were weekly workshops with staff to construct the indicators. At these workshops not only were the 
objectives and indicators defined, but also operational problems and solutions for them came to light. Some of these 
problems were idle time at the start of production every day, the fact that workers were not wearing protective equipment, 
and hygiene deficiencies in handling the foodstuffs.

to solve the first of the above, the workers proposed reducing the time needed to prepare the mixture, and this made for a 
significant improvement.

Source: iNfOteP (2000), “experiencia de Helados Noris”. http://www.oit.org.mx/simapro/html/sectores/01_01.html
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In line with the logic of the model, the objectives, indicators and effectiveness 
values are determined in a participative process that involves the personnel from 
the area in question and managers responsible for strategy in the organization.

Participation requires a SYMAPRO facilitator or coordinator to guide the process. 
In this stage the facilitator has a twofold role. First, he has to ensure that the 
objectives of a particular area are in line with those of the organization and that they 
include everything that the area or group should contribute to the organization. 

Second, he has to get the staff and management involved in that area to take part, 
which means operational personnel, middle management, senior management 
and the unions. In the case of processes that are closely interconnected, clients 
and internal suppliers should also be present. For example, in a sugar refinery the 
objective of the milling department is closely connected to boilers and production, 
because what is beneficial for the organization as a whole is to achieve and maintain 
equilibrium between these departments. This may mean that one particular 
department is not operating in an optimal way, but from the perspective of the 
whole organization it is doing so.

The objectives of an area or work group are defined in a participative process, 
which in itself is very good training. It helps to explicate for everybody involved 
why the area exists. What does the area contribute to the organization? Or to 
put it another way: What are the critical activities that, if they are not done well, 
would “hurt” the organization? Answering these questions can mean a discussion 
of the organization’s mission, vision and values. Or there may be an analysis of 
the organization’s strengths, opportunities and weaknesses, and the threats it is 
facing. This helps in defining critical objectives and concentrating on the most 
important ones. 

There should be between three and six objectives per area, as this is a manageable 
number but still enough to cover needs. Some will be process objectives and others 
will be social. The process objectives usually have to do with costs (efficiency) and 
quality, and the social ones with health and safety at work, cleanliness and order, 
and attendance. The objectives are described in terms of an expected result like 
achieving top quality in the assembly of printed electronic circuits, for example, 
or keeping the work area clean.

to clarify the objectives to be measured in the initial stage of SyMAPrO implementation, a workshop is held to visualise 
problems and the solutions that may be most effective. representatives from middle and senior management take part, 
and also operational workers and representatives form workers’ organizations. Areas of opportunity are sketched out in 
relation to the function that each person performs and there is cross-referenced interpretation of these functions and an 
analysis of their validity and viability. this generates confidence to start on the task of measuring objectives, and this 
process fosters a commitment to improvement on the part of all the members of the organization.
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After objectives have been defined, the next step is to define indicators for each 
one, and this too is a participative exercise.

In the facilitation process the group will have to answer key questions such as: 
How can we measure whether we are doing our job well in the group? What 
should the concrete measures for each of the objectives be? The answers to these 
questions may give rise to more than one indicator, and there may be different 
levels of aggregation.

The selection of indicators does not necessarily have to be based on what is already 
being measured. Perhaps what is currently being measured was implanted by 
other parts of the organization (engineering, planning) and does not necessarily 
correspond to the proposal to improve productivity by motivating the personnel 
in the area in question. All those involved should be aware of what is being 
measured, and in a system to improve productivity it is essential for the model to 
be relevant to the real situation. 

What is measured in the SYMAPRO model must be a result that is controlled by 
the group. If an indicator does not depend, or only minimally depends, on the 
group’s performance, the members of the group will become de-motivated and 
the system will be less effective.  It is not always possible to find an indicator that is 
100% under the group’s control, and in fact this would be an exception rather than 
the rule. The challenge is to identify 
indicators that depend to a large 
extent of the group’s performance, 
and accept that there will always be a 
dimension that is outside their control 
and depends on other departments or 
areas.

For example, in an enterprise that 
bottles and distributes purified 
water, one efficiency indicator for the 
distribution area is to cover the clients 
along a route that is set every day, and 

criteria for defining good objectives for the group:

1.  clear formulation.

2.  if the group achieves the proposed objective, the organization benefits.

3.  Scope has to be total: all significant aspects in the area have to be included.

the paradox…
What is measured in the SyMAPrO system must be under 
the group’s control, but productivity is the result of 
numerous factors. One of these is human, but the others 
are technology, the organization, investment, and so on. it 
is unrealistic to expect the SyMAPrO to become the main 
factor in a holistic improvement in productivity. it is a tool 
that enables human resources, the people in the process, 
to combine their abilities and talents with other resources 
to bring about a real improvement in productivity.

The indicator is a concrete measure in time of how well the group is attaining 
the objective.
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to do so within the working day. Sometimes there may be problems with traffic 
that make it difficult to complete the route on time. Another problem is that there 
could be a delay filling bottles at the plant.

In the milling area in a sugar refinery it is debatable to what extent the indicator 
of “wastage in the bagasse”(sugar that has not been extracted from the cane and 
remains in the bagasse) depends on the efforts of the workers in that department. 
There are numerous external factors that have an influence on this indicator, like 
the quantity of earth that arrives with the sugar cane, or how fresh the cane is. 
Some sugar refineries have opted to leave this indicator out of the system. Others 
include it, with the argument that in spite of these external factors the result of 
the indicator depends sufficiently on the work of the operational staff in that 
department for it to be included in the SYMAPRO.

It is difficult to find a set of “pure” indicators for a group or department. When it 
comes to social indicators, results largely depend on the behaviour of the group 
(cleanliness, for example), but there will be situations when the result does not 
depend on the group but is conditioned by some other circumstance or a policy in 
the organization. We have to accept these grey areas, so the question is: To what 
extent? If the standard is applied too strictly there will be situations in which it 
might seem unfair to attribute a certain result to the group. On the other hand, 
if application of the criteria is too slack the results will seem unimportant for the 
organization. Take the absenteeism indicator for example: one of the organization’s 
objectives is to reduce absenteeism, but first it must be clearly understood what is 
meant by the term. Missing work may be justified or unjustified. If an individual 
is ill or has prior permission, which includes permission to take time off for union 
business, then the absence is justified. If the absence is for reasons outside these 
categories than it is unjustified.

The criterion of restricting the indicator to the group’s area of performance depends 
on each individual organization. In some cases the prevailing criterion will be 
that problems should feature regardless of whether they are a consequence of 
what the group does. In other cases the criterion is geared more closely to results 
that depend directly on the group. In either case there has to be a regulatory 

criteria for defining good indicators for group objectives:

1. the totality of indicators defined must cover all objectives, and each must be covered completely.

2. they must be valid: what is measured is a precise index of attaining the objective (in the short and middle term).

3. the group can control them.

4. Measurement is not expensive.

5. they are understandable and meaningful for the group.
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mechanism as to how the indicators are managed so that they involve values that 
the group understands. Indicators acquire meaning from a collection of codes 
that are constructed with staff participation, and in this process the SYMAPRO 
coordinator or facilitator plays a crucial role.

Establishing good indicators is one of the most difficult parts of the SYMAPRO. 
Organizations differ from each other, but they still have similar indicators. In a 
manufacturing industry the recurring themes are production per hour and/or 
efficiency, and these can find different expressions such as production per person, 
per raw material input, per labour cost, etc. In the context of lean production there 
will also be indicators linked to time (response time, waiting time, cycle time, etc.) 
and to process quality (zero defects, wastage and reject rates).

On this last point there may be critical variables to control, such as levels of Ph in 
products in the foodstuffs processing industry, for example. The objective would 
be to maintain Ph levels within a set range, and the indicator would measure Ph 
in that range (or conversely the indicator could be expressed as a negative value, 
capturing measurements outside the range).

Another class of indicators capture job completion in stipulated time, and these 
would be applied in maintenance work, for example. In this area job content 
varies greatly, and what is measured is degree of progress on a set programme. 
This is common in sugar refineries. They have a processing period in which work 
is gauged by the degree of progress on a programme. 

Many different kinds of organizations require measurements of unforeseen 
events, especially in the field of on-the-job risk. This kind of risk is reduced if 
protective equipment and clothing is worn and if people behave in safe ways to 
avoid accidents.

Most organizations share the objective of achieving client satisfaction in all its 
various modalities. What is difficult is how this can be measured because to do so 
sometimes involves a cost (for example, a survey to determine client satisfaction 
with a product or service), or a gap between the time when the measurement is 
made and the time when the product or service is generated, or the fact that non-
satisfaction is not measured completely (for example, in the area of complaints 
made by clients there will be some dissatisfied clients who do not make a 
complaint).

When there is an interrelation between the results of different departments or 
groups, it will be necessary to establish an indicator for both, or to have different 
indicators that are analysed jointly in the feedback meetings so as to avoid one 
department taking corrective measures that affect the other’s area. It is also 
necessary to avoid having one group analyse a problem that is a consequence 
of what another group does or fails to do. For example, in a sugar refinery there 
is a very close inter-relation between the milling area and the boilers area: if the 
former delivers bagasse that is humid or insufficient in quantity, the latter will 
find it difficult to produce vapour with sufficient pressure or quality, and this has 
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a negative effect on refinery operations. To avoid having one department blame 
the other for low indicator results, in some enterprises meetings are held at which 
both groups are present.

How are effectiveness points determined?

This is probably the question that generates the most controversy when the model 
is implemented for the first time. Effectiveness expresses the degree to which an 
expectation is fulfilled. In this case the expectation can be defined as the objectives 
set and the degree of commitment shown. The expectation could be a stipulated 
level of efficiency to be achieved (for example, to reduce idle time lost to less than 
ten minutes per shift), the preservation of a certain state in the work environment 
(cleanliness, safety) or the satisfaction of a client (internal, external).

The question that arises is: Whose 
expectation is taken as the basis to 
determine the anchor effectiveness 
values (100, 0 and –100)? In the 
SYMAPRO, expectations are 
constructed through a process of 
dialogue and analysis in which 
senior management, middle 
management and operational 
personnel all participate. 
Explicit variables are involved 
(production capacity, estimated 
demand, the cycle of preventive 
maintenance, the quality of raw 

materials, etc) but there are also intangible factors, those the people involved 
know from experience but that are difficult to quantify or define in an isolated or 
individualised way. A mixture of intuition and experience is involved in defining 
what can be achieved, and in this process different variables are implicitly taken 
into consideration. The dialogue between individuals from different strata in the 
organization yields an approximate value for what can be considered an excellent 
result (+100), one that is regular or in accordance with the plan (0) and one that is 
considered the worst possible scenario (-100).

The argument for using this approach for defining the values of the indicators 
is: Who knows the real (positive and negative) parameters of the productive 
process better than the personnel actually involved in it (in different levels and 
positions)? 

When defining effectiveness points, one point of reference is the figures from the 
organization’s recent history. Another contributory factor is people’s perceptions 
and estimations of what values can be expected from the indicators for the 
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work cycle or season that is about to start, the cycle for which the values of the 
effectiveness anchor points are being defined. In these estimations, changes that 
have been made to teams, systems and the type of product all have to be taken 
into account. The zero effectiveness point could be equivalent to reaching the 
target levels of the plan, so long as this target was set using criteria for what 
was genuinely achievable in “normal” work situations and under normal market 
circumstances. The positive effectiveness values reflect the extent to which real 
results are exceeding plan levels, and negative values reflect the extent of the 
shortfall with respect to plan targets.

One question that frequently arises is that indicators may vary during the 
measurement period. For example, the harvest season for a sugar refinery has an 
initial period of about one and a half months in which the raw material (sugar 
cane) has not yet reached its optimal condition, and at the end of the season there is 
a period of decline. This circumstance affects most of the indicators. The question 
is: Should the effectiveness reference points be corrected in each period of the 
harvest, or should there be just one effectiveness value for the whole season? 
The latter alternative was chosen because it is very difficult to make a precise 
estimation of when one sub-period ends and another begins since the transition 
is continuous. In other cases, in the clothing assembly industry for example, the 
parameters of the high and low seasons can perhaps be gauged with greater 
precision, so having a separate effectiveness reference value is justified.

Usually the rule is that the indicators defined should have as little variation as 
possible between measurements and their corresponding effectiveness points. If 
one given value of measurement corresponds to zero effectiveness points, this 
should not vary over the period set for the measurement cycle. If it does vary, due 
to situations in the context (in the market for example) or changes in the quality 
of the raw material or for some other reason, the suitability of establishing shorter 
measurement cycles would have to be considered, or alternatively the suitability 
of accepting this variability within certain limits and taking it into consideration 
at the time of interpretation.

Who does the measuring, and how are measurements processed?

There are two extremes when it comes to the measurements derived from the 
indicators. One is for all measurements to be made by someone external to the 
group or area, so the person who does the measuring does not have a functional 
relation with the group or area the indicators apply to. At the other extreme the 
measurements are made by the staff of that area themselves, and they may even 
subsequently process the data.

There are advantages and disadvantages to both systems. In the external system, 
the person who makes the measurements will be more objective, and this reduces 
the likelihood that he might subtly alter the figures or be influenced by immediate 
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circumstances. The disadvantage is that the personnel in the area in question are 
not involved in the measurement process and they could interpret the final result 
as something imposed on them, or not be conscious of what each measurement 
really represents.

At the other extreme, the situation in which the members of the group themselves 
participate in the measurement process; the advantage is that not only do the 
measurements become meaningful for them but there is a more favourable 
environment for generating a commitment to improvement. The measurements 
can be made jointly by the supervisor and one or two members of the group, and the 
very act of making measurements and passing the results on to the data processing 
system is in itself a training experience. The disadvantage is that sometimes the 
judgement of the individuals who make the measurements can be clouded and 
may not be objective or critical, and this prejudices the value of a measurement so 
it may turn out not be meaningful for the group or for the organization.

This has happened above all with social indicators for cleanliness and order and the 
use of personal safety equipment. In the former, cultural aspects have an influence. 
Cleanliness and order are not usual habits; to be able to establish a criterion about 
this the personnel first have to grasp the notion of what represents cleanliness 
and order. In the latter, there is a permissive attitude of “let it go” because “...it 
happens to all of us that we forget or we don’t use the safety equipment when we 
don’t feel the need…”
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Apart from these two extremes there are intermediate modalities. For example, 
measurements for process indicators can involve personnel participation, based 
on the information generated by the administration area, the laboratory or the 
quality department, as the case may be. But when it comes to social indicators, 
a third party should be brought in to do the measuring. In some cases a cross 
auditing system is used whereby personnel from one area make the measurements 
in another, and people from the second area check the first. Another possibility 
is to use the staff responsible for quality or safety in the workplace, or to have a 
mixed committee if this is possible in the organization. This helps to make the 
measurements more objective and therefore more valid.

Once the measurement has been made, and this may be daily, weekly or even 
monthly, depending on the indicator, the information is processed.

The person responsible for carrying out and/or coordinating this activity is the 
SYMAPRO coordinator-facilitator in the organization. In some organizations 
the supervisors in each area along with one or two operational workers feed the 
measurements directly into the system, with assistance from the coordinator.

The measurement results are processed on a spreadsheet such as Excel. Examples 
of forms are available at the SYMAPRO web site (www.oit.org.mx/simapro). 
Alternatively, the data can be processed using software based on the I-SYMAPRO 
Internet platform, which enables the user not only to process the measurements 
but to register the results at feedback meetings and generate many ways to handle 
and present the information so it can serve as the basis for evidence registers in 
quality systems of the ISO type, and also for portfolios in skills-based management 
systems.

www.leonardmertens.com/simapro.
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What is the SYMAPRO feedback component?

The SYMAPRO is made up of four parts. The first is measurement, the second 
and third are feedback and improvement, and the fourth is implementation. 
The four parts are interconnected. Based on measurements, the staff know and 
are conscious of the point where the organization’s productivity is located. This 
enables them to set priorities for making improvements. The steps taken to bring 
about improvement are evaluated again, in the light of measurements, so a 
“virtuous” process of continual improvement is set up.

Main process: Reflection and improvement proposals

The feedback system is made up of two key parts. The first is reflection about the 
results of the measurements and the training capsules, and this process must reveal 
the root causes of the problems and/or opportunities that have been identified. 
Reflection also includes follow-up on previous improvement initiatives that are 
in the process of being put into practice, and evaluations of their impact through 
measurements of their effectiveness.

1. MeasureMent

3. proposals
for IMproveMent

2. feedback: 
reflectIon

“Reflection and training generate improvement!”

4. applIcatIon

why a “feedback system”?

feedback about the results of the measurement of effectiveness is a “social” system, and there are two reasons for this. 
first, it is made up of various parts that are interconnected and that, as a whole, generate a result. the proposals for 
improvements require previous reflection by the members of the group, and this is influenced by subjective factors, by 
previous proposals and their implementation, and by the task of preparation.
the second reason is that the feedback system depends on interaction with the environment. it functions because there 
are conditions in the organization (culture, strategy) that allow it to do so. At the same time it influences the environment 
(in management, in the union) and changes it, because it is capable of differentiating itself from it.
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The second key part of the feedback system is the definition and selection of 
proposals for improvements. An individual is assigned responsibility for carrying 
out each proposal, and the proposed action has a completion date. This involves 
concrete commitments about the effectiveness points to be improved, and the 
results are presented at the next feedback meeting.

The feedback system can be represented in a main process diagram that sets 
out a series of steps leading from one component to the next. Effectiveness 
measurements are the inputs for reflection, this is the input for generating 
proposals for improvement, these in turn are the inputs for the implementation of 
these proposals and this means experimentation (to a greater or lesser extent) which 
leads to the attainment of objectives or, if the proposal was not implemented or not 
successful, to a return to reflection. The criterion for measuring the achievement 
of an objective is effectiveness.

Reflection is a key phase in the learning process. It is the time when the 
improvements that are expected as a result of the SYMAPRO emerge. Good 
reflection is not easy because it means questioning the routine that the department 
or work group is following. It also means inquiring into why the dysfunctions, 
problems or errors that affected the production process in the period occurred.

In the syMapro it is important to clarify the aim or goal that the organization wants to 
reach. If objectives are not well defined, then improvement for improvement’s sake is 
not very efficient and can lead to unwanted results.
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In this kind of questioning it is very easy for the group to be deflected from their 
real purpose, and this can happen in various ways. First, group members and the 
facilitator can get lost in the sheer quantity of measurements, or they might not 
make the effort needed to analyse the problem to the required depth because they 
assume there is no other way to do things and that the cause lies in some other 
department or someone else’s domain.

The second way is what might be called “a dialogue with the deaf”, in which the 
expert or facilitator claims he is right and “proves” his point by arguing from 
the theory. Or similarly, the operational worker might claim he is right with 
arguments based on knowledge derived from practical experience. If both sides 
remain entrenched in their positions there is no effective dialogue and the process 
will stall. The same happens when members of the group insist on complaining 
about basic questions like working conditions or the availability of tools and do 
not consider how these are managed, and a situation develops in which nobody 
will shift from his initial position.

A third way in which constructive dialogue can be derailed is when the facilitation 
process or the group’s learning process is not rigorous. If there is no evaluation 
or recognition of the quality of facilitation or the learning achievement of group 
members, it is difficult for the feedback process to become deeper or more 
meaningful.

A fourth potential problem is that the group members’ expectations might not be 
met. They expect to share in the benefits generated by the improvements that flow 
from their team effort (this may or may not be explicitly stated) and they might 
be disappointed. This could be de-motivating and so impair the effectiveness of 
the feedback.

To guard against the risk that the feedback meetings might fail to generate 
reflection that leads to proposals for improvements, two sub-processes have 
been established on a second level to support the reflection and improvement 
proposal components. These are preparation of the meeting and facilitation of the 
meeting. 

Both involve a series of steps and are supported by two further sub-processes 
to assure feedback quality and fair benefit distribution, (a) there are portfolios 
of evidence about the participants’ skills at the meetings and the improvements 
implemented, and (b) the components of the incentives system are integrated into 
productivity improvements in a period that terminates when the cycle finishes.

We shall now examine each of these four sub-processes in greater depth.

1. Preparation of the feedback meeting.

2. Facilitation of the feedback meeting.

3. Keeping evidence portfolios.

4. Incentives system.
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Sub-process 1: Preparation of the feedback meeting

The preparation of the feedback meeting sub-process consists of two components: 
an analysis of priorities and the preparation of a training capsule. These generate 
a contents base for reflection at the feedback meeting.

With inputs from the effectiveness measurements in the analysis period, the 
information in the daily logbook and the precise observations of the work carried 
out, the facilitator of the feedback meeting, who is usually the supervisor of the 
work group, prepares (preferably one day beforehand) the content to be discussed 
at the meeting.

This preparation consists of identifying and choosing some critical aspects of 
what happened in the period in question, taking the effectiveness results, the 
logbook and the observations as a frame of reference. Preparation also includes 
a review of the proposals for improvement that have been fully implemented 
and those that are still under way. Aspects to do with process indicators can be 
differentiated from those in the field of social indicators. It is recommended that 
not too many aspects be dealt with because a tighter focus on just a few will allow 
the group to discuss these in greater depth. These critical aspects are dealt with at 
the feedback meeting, and the main support tools in this process are effectiveness 
graphs that are projected for the group to analyse. The process of reflection about 
the measurements can begin with these critical aspects.

The facilitator prepares a training or 
teaching capsule to foster in-depth 
reflection and to reinforce good practices 
(techniques, habits) or new policies (of 
quality, for example) among the personnel. 
The content of this capsule focuses on the 
critical points that have been selected but 
this is supplemented with a holistic vision 
(Which of the organization’s objectives 
does this point affect?) that includes social 
aspects.

How are the critical aspects chosen?

example:  the indicators for the time period 
show there was an increase on 4 of the 14 days 
under analysis. in the logbook there is a report 
of a problem with changes to the styles of the 
product, and the social indicators show a fall in the 
cleanliness and order indicator on Wednesday and 
thursday. these two questions will be analysed at 
the feedback meeting.
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For example, if the critical problem is to make changes in the styles of the product 
with less loss of quality or efficiency, the content of the capsule might begin with 
the cost of the product and the quality the client expects in the context of a strategy 
to respond more quickly to changing demand in the market. Then it could move 
on to technical details about how to make a change of style rapidly, and conclude 
with the subject of interpersonal communication and cleanliness and order, as 
social supports for the strategy.

Another example is involving 
personnel in the introduction 
of a quality system of the ISO 
type. Training capsules about 
aspects the operational staff 
will have to handle in the 
quality system are prepared. 
This raises awareness about 
the policy to be implanted 
and creates an opportunity for 
the people who have to apply 
it to express their opinions, 
which helps instrumentally 
in the process of the proposed 
changes to come. 

The didactic technique also has 
to be defined. What works best 
in a variety of contexts is to 
prepare some closed questions, 
this is questions that give only 
two options: correct or incorrect. 
This is suitable for fast learning 
environments in which all the 
personnel have to make an 
effort to reason, understand and 

“the syMapro supporting Iso implantation”

A sugar refinery traditionally lacking social integration planned to introduce the iSO quality system.

the SyMAPrO had been initiated previously so the personnel rapidly identified with the proposal and cooperated with 
everything involving iSO installation.

in another case, the feedback groups explained to the staff in each area, systematically and related to indicators, the 
processes that have to be controlled applying the procedures and, when necessary, proposing improvements.

a criterion to select an indicator to analyse at a 
feedback meeting could be:

1.  the indicator that slipped back most in the period

2.  the key indicator at that time in the organization

3.  the leading indicator in the area, which is significant for the 
other indicators

4.  an indicator in which there is a clear incidence of intervention 
by persons

5.  an indicator for a programme in which each indicator will have 
to be analysed (in sequence).
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Date Day Francisco miguel Genaro
25 January 14:00 12:30 12:30
8 February 12:30 14:00 12:30
22 February 12:30 12:30 14:00
8 march 14:00 12:30 12:30
22 march 12:30 14:00 12:30
3 April 12:30 12:30 14:00
19 April 14:00 12:30 12:30

programme of Meetings
syMapro feedback Meetings
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make a direct connection to actual work practice. The content has to be adjusted to 
the theoretical and practical training level of the people involved.

Another didactic technique is to show a photograph, drawing or technical sketch 
and ask each person in the group to identify some problem or opportunity with 
it. For example, at a feedback meeting in a sugar refinery the participants were 
shown a photograph of a fissure in a metal support in a transmission system, 
and asked to identify what it was, comment on the risks involved, and say what 
should be done about it. In this way learning for personnel can be alternated with 
techniques to maintain motivation. 

These two elements in preparing the feedback meeting, selecting priorities and 
preparing a training capsule, are the inputs to bring about good reflection among 
the members of the group. They are the basis for drawing up the agenda, and this 
helps to keep order and imposes a sequence on the meeting.

boIlers feedback MeetInG: 04-05 Harvest
2 MarcH 2005

eXaMple: dIdactIc InstruMent for tHe traInInG capsule
crItIcal subject of tHe MoMent: return of baGasse

syMapro
SYSTEM FOR THE MEASUREMENT AND 

IMPROVEMENT OF PRODUCTIVITY

example of feedback Meeting agenda:

•	 Welcome	participants

•	 Follow-up	and	evaluation	of	commitments	from	previous	meetings

•	 Results	of	effectiveness	measurements	in	the	period

•	 Analysis	 of	 critical	 points	 in	 measurements	 and	 improvement	
proposals

•	 Training	capsule:	subject	1

•	 Proposals	for	improvement	stemming	from	the	capsule

•	 Other	business

•	 Close	meeting

SYSTEM FOR THE MEASUREMENT AND 
IMPROVEMENT OF PRODUCTIVITY

1. Dry bagasse increases pressure
 false  true
2. you must make sure the bagasse that returns is dry
 false  true
3. Returning humid bagasse benefits the boilers when they are very hot
 false  true
4. maintaining petrol at 25 pounds of pressure below the vapour in the burners benefits us
 false  true
5. there is no need to wear protective glasses when you leave the area to collect some material
 false  true
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Sub-process 2: Facilitation of the feedback meeting?

The feedback meeting is the core of the SYMAPRO. It is the time when knowledge 
is shared and created (knowing, knowing how to do and knowing how to be) in the 
work group in a systematic, participative, integral and inclusive way. The success 
of the SYMAPRO largely depends on the quality of the feedback meetings. In this 
context, quality is defined by the criteria mentioned above and by being meaningful 
in terms of the learning that is generated so it can provide a reference framework for 
action. This last aim calls for something more than being systematic, participative, 
integral and inclusive. The challenge is to achieve a motivational context that is 
derived from social interaction among the members of the work group, so that 
everybody knows each other’s motivation, that is to say each person’s motivation 
posture is known to all. This makes it possible for the improvement proposals 
generated by the members to 
actually be put into practice in the 
group’s activities and routines. 

They key question is: How can 
social interaction in the group be 
brought about? And this leads on 
to: How can it be maintained?

The experience of several years 
of search and experimentation 
has yielded some determinant 
conclusions, but perhaps not 
enough to answer these two 
questions. 

A first conclusion is that the social 
interaction must be credible for 
the group members. What they 
remember from a meeting has to be put into practice in the workplace, and when 
it is not there must be credible reasons why not.

A second conclusion is that the social interaction must evolve and go to deeper and 
deeper levels. It should not become blocked at a superficial level that does not 
lead to changes in what the members actually do in their work.

A third conclusion is that the organization’s policy must be congruent with regard 
to the SYMAPRO. If management, the administration, the unions and other key 
actors in the organization send out contradictory signals about the SYMAPRO, the 
system will become less meaningful for the personnel and will be more difficult 
to maintain in operation. 

A fourth conclusion is that an atmosphere of knowledge-based dialogue among all 
the members of the group must be created so that genuine critical and constructive 
reflection about their day to day work can emerge. In this knowledge-based 

the importance of the motivational context:

in the process of developing knowledge about the motivation of 
each member of the group, what is shared is not only what they 
do (praxis) and what they reflect and think about the group, 
but also, and most important, what they want to achieve as a 
group.

the development of “wanting to share” begins with subjective 
reality and ends with objective reality. it begins with personal 
experiences and ends with agreements and commitments to 
group objectives. 

combining the sharing the praxis with reflection and wanting in 
a process that goes deeper and deeper provides the basis for a 
learning community.
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dialogue there are no hierarchies as such. Each person’s opinion is a different vision 
of the job depending on where he or she is in the hierarchy of the organization. A 
shift foreman or department manager in a given area will have more information 
and knowledge than an operational worker who is in charge of operating some 
equipment and just has specific knowledge. The aim of the feedback meetings is 
to generate interaction between these two levels of knowledge so as to make an 
accurate diagnosis of the factors involved in a problem or an opportunity. This 
diagnosis flows from collective group reflection so it is more likely to be correct 
than if only the manager or foreman makes the diagnosis, or only the operational 
worker. 

For the feedback meeting to be effective and maintained over time, it should be 
supported by elements of the facilitation process that have been derived from an 
analysis of good practices.

The main inputs for the facilitation sub-process are as follows: (i) the effectiveness 
measurements for the period, (ii) the commitments to implement the improvement 
proposals defined at pervious meetings, (iii) the selection of priorities for the 
group to analyse, and (iv) the training capsule instrument.

The three components that the sub-process begins with are (i) reflection on 
progress in the implementation of improvement proposals and their impact on the 
indicators, (ii) reflection on the results of the effectiveness measurements for the 
period under analysis, and (iii) reflection on the content of the training capsule.

These reflections should bring to light the root causes of one or more problems 
and/or opportunities the group have identified, and they are an input for the 

tHe feedback  MeetInG facIlItatIon sub-process
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next component in the process, the definition and formulation of improvement 
proposals.

Reflection also leads to homologation in the criteria of how to operate, that is to 
say the standards involved. In a context of continual change it is vital to have 
a mechanism that maintains homologation among the operational workers as 
regards how they do their work. In some cases this comes from the top as an 
organization policy, in other cases it is constructed jointly with the work group 
members. Reflection serves to re-affirm these criteria over time. 

In practice there is a kind of superimposition of sub-processes. What often happens 
is that when the root cause of a problem has been identified an improvement 
proposal is formulated immediately. There is also a progression towards greater 
depth insofar as the subjects that arise in follow-up reflection recur in reflection 
about the measurements and the capsule. 

After improvement proposals have been defined and formulated, the next 
component is to allocate each task to a person to be responsible for implementing 
it, and to specify completion dates. It is here that the group members show how 
committed they are to the action to effect improvements.

The feedback meeting results in a package of ordered improvement proposals, 
there is a person responsible for leading the implementation procedure for each 
one, and each proposal has a set completion date.

about reflection

reflection is a process in which people view an experience from a distance so as to be able to weigh up its significance 
carefully and consistently, and draw inferences. it is related to learning, which in this context is defined as the creation 
of meaning based on past or present events, and this serves as the basis for future behaviour. 

reflection is an activity that involves identity, which in this case means the identity of the group. it is an exercise in 
observation and description of oneself, which sets it apart from the environment.

there comes a point at which reflection cannot continue, or it may even come to contradict itself.

the aim is not to reach this point but to accept that the exercise of reflection is just one more step in rationalising the 
social system of production in an enterprise. 
Source: daudelin (2000).

about the sequence of the components

there is no single process that must necessarily be followed for deciding on the sequence to tackle the various components 
at the feedback meeting. Some facilitators start with reflection about follow-up, then go on to reflection about measuring 
and finish with the training capsule.
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Reflection about follow-up on putting the improvement proposals into practice 
generates another product that is important in the system. This is verification 
that the proposal has in fact been implemented, and confirmation that the 
expected impact (in terms of solving the problem or taking full advantage of the 
opportunity) was achieved.

The four components of the sub-process of facilitating the feedback meeting are 
as follows:

 1.  Reflection

  • Reflection about follow-up

  • Reflection about measuring

  • Reflection about training capsules

 2.  Root cause

 3.  Definition of improvement proposals

 4.  Allocation to persons responsible

1. Reflection

• Reflection about follow-up

Reflection about follow-up works two ways. The first is a check on the progress 
that has been made in putting the improvement proposals from previous meetings 
into practice. The second is a check on the impact these changes have had in 
function of their set objectives, either in solving a problem or taking advantage of 
an opportunity.

Checking progress is what makes the system credible. The group members 
themselves become auditors of the implementation of proposals, and at the same 
time they can see what they are creating. Both these elements contribute to giving 
them the motivation to go on generating ideas and making commitments to put 
them into practice. 

One indicator of the effectiveness 
of the system as a whole is just this, 
the number of proposals generated, 
and above all the number that 
were put into practice. Better still is 
when there is measurement of the 
impacts these proposals generate. 
At the end of a measurement 
cycle, when the results obtained 
through the SYMAPRO process 

example: enterprise with 170 proposals for 
improvements in the Measurement cycle

commitments

improvement proposals
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are assessed, the number of proposals that were implemented is an important 
statistic in evaluating the system.

If a proposal that has been put into practice does not produce the expected 
results in the effectiveness indicators, the group will reflect on it again to seek the 
root cause and make adjustments so as to generate a new proposal. This will be 
followed up at the next session. If the problem cannot be dealt with at this level of 
the organization it will be passed on to the middle and senior management board, 
which constitutes a second level in the SYMAPRO system.

It may be that reflection about the implementation of a proposal brings new 
problems or opportunities to light, and these are analysed to identify the root 
cause and generate new proposals.

Part of the process of reflection about follow-up is to make a visual presentation 
of the results of changes in a particular area. The technique is to prepare “before” 
and “after” evidence and communicate this to the work group, and this motivates 
them to persist with the system because of the impacts it is generating. For example, 
photos can be taken before and after a change, or the measurements of a specific 
indicator can be used (e.g. accidents before and after, or waste before and after).

• Reflection about measuring

Reflection about measuring is based on observation of the priorities previously 
identified by the facilitator (who may be the supervisor of the area in question, 
or equally well may be an operational worker). He informs the group about the 
criteria employed to define these priority points. The aim of reflection about 
the measuring process is to formulate and implement corrective action to tackle 
deteriorating results on one or more indicators. But a parallel aim is to maintain 
uniform criteria for the group and their work area, especially when there are 
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recurring changes in the market, in technology, in the organization or among the 
staff. Sharing good practices is a potent and affective strategy in any context and 
above all if a context is very changeable.

Usually the observation of one measurement statistic does not by itself lead to 
reflection. This is one of the problems facilitators are faced with: How can group 
reflection be generated based on one figure? One typical mistake that recurs in 
this context is that the facilitator begins to answer the question and the group 
apparently follows him but does not comment. The easiest thing for the facilitator 
to do is remark that things are going well, and when one negative result arises he 
blames some external cause or says that it is difficult for the staff to get used to a 
new situation since “that is the culture” (for example in a cleanliness and order 
context). Another typical mistake is that some members of the group will keep 
returning to a subject that was dealt with at previous sessions, and perhaps it is 
not possible to make a satisfactory response at this time, but they keep insisting 
with no clear motive for doing so. This may lead the group to bog down and 
become trapped in a vicious circle.

One technique that works is that instead of the facilitator stating his opinion about 
some priority situation he can ask the group questions about it. But these should 
not just be the questions he wants answered; he should try to get the members of 
the group themselves to ask questions. This fosters the capacity to make decisions 
and take responsibility for the consequences.

the pedagogy of questioning

learning from questions that the learners themselves formulate is a way to foster learning to learn. it enables people to 
develop the ability to think critically and act, which is vitally important in a context where decisions continually have to 
be made and the individual has to take responsibility for the consequences of what he decides.

Questions vary in different stages of reflection

Stating the problem. in this stage, questions are of the “what” kind because they help to describe the situation. for 
example: What happened? What did you see or feel? What was the most important thing? 

Analysing the problem. Questions that help in this stage are of the “why” type. for example: Why is this important? 
“Why do you think it happened? “Why did you feel like that?”

Generating a hypothesis and solution. Helpful questions in this stage are of the “how” type. for example: How could you 
do the activity or carry out the task in another way?

formulation of action. Helpful questions in this stage are of the “when and what” kind. for example: When and in what 
way would you use this new technique to carry out the task?

Source: Author’s adaptation from daudelin (2000).
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We might go so far as to say 
that this is not just about 
identifying problems or sharing 
good practices, it also involves 
generating the ability to take 
decisions using criteria, and at the 
same time to realise the limits of 
one’s know-how and of what one 
can assume responsibility for.

In the process of reflecting about 
measuring, operational staff 
may criticise middle and senior 
managers, and some of these 
criticisms will be more justified 
than others. The opposite may also 
happen, managers may criticise 
operational staff, but this is more 
culturally accepted. 

Management and workers’ representative should handle this kind of situation 
tactfully. Criticism of this kind could be a sign that something undesirable is 
going on in the area in question, and suitable measures ought to be taken. 

It is common in the early stages for operational staff to concentrate on demands 
for a series of resources that have never or rarely been provided in the past (for 
example, adequate protection equipment). This is normal in a situation open to 
knowledge dialogue, but the process should not become blocked at this stage. 
Once the organization has recognised and met the most pressing needs, the 
process should move on to wider issues and deeper levels of learning. 

As time passes, the analysis of measurements may become routine and not very 
meaningful for the participants if this activity does not lead to changes in how the 
group carries out its daily tasks. To avoid this, pre-meeting preparation should be 
focused on critical points, and the session should be geared to going into greater 
depth about the factors underlying the situation.

It is also helpful to make comparisons with the results from a previous period. For 
example, if the average for the previous period was 82 effectiveness points, this 
can be used as a point of reference for analysing the new figure, and this keeps the 
group’s attention focused on measurements.

Measures for 2000
with reference to 1999 average

 Wed thur  fri Sat Sun Mon tue

Average 98-99 
periodAbsenteeism

Number of absences
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• Reflection about the training capsule

The main purpose of the training capsules is to keep operational and performance 
criteria in the area in question (and in the organization as a whole) homologous. 
It is not enough to “inform” people about procedures or operational standards; 
the logic of why these criteria are employed should also be approached. In this 
explanation context, some content is derived from science or from formal or 
informal conventions within the organization, and these explanations are not 
complex. This is quasi univocal knowledge. In the foodstuffs industry there is 
a precise explanation for the value Ph must have in each production phase so 
that the final product will be of the quality required. Similarly, there is not much 
discussion about how an operative should hold himself or position his feet when 
lifting a heavy object. Nor is there about accepting the vision, mission and values 
of the organization because these are defined and agreed.

In pursuit of the homologation of operational and performance criteria, one source 
of support can be a skills model that coordinates and guides learning in a way 
that is coherent and consistent with the organization’s strategy. The architecture 
of the skills model varies depending on the characteristics of the organization.

Skills models may differ as to their architecture and analytical approaches but 
they all share one common preoccupation, which is how to have an integral skills 
model for all the learning efforts in an organization.

This leads to another question: How should the content in the SYMAPRO training 
capsules be positioned in an integral skills model geared to raising productivity? 
In order for a training activity in a feedback meeting to be coherent and consistent 
over time it has be positioned in a conceptual model.

The architecture we propose here is that of a “functional house” that covers skills 
of various kinds and scope. These are (i) values and social skills: these have to do 
with the principles underlying how the enterprise connects with its context and 

classIfIcatIon of skIlls

• Values: organization culture column (for example, integrity, tolerance of failure).

• Basic: foundational (for example, writing, numeracy, calculation, analysis).

• Generic: social, emotional, personality (for example, communication, leadership, teamwork and analytic skills).

• Transversal: to do with processes (for example, general description and implementation of a quality system).

• Technical: regardless of a particular job (for example, generate resistance calculations and parameters, welding 
techniques, sales techniques).

• Results: of impact, and coordinated with the enterprise vision (indicators of efficiency, quality, innovation, cost).
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the people (for example, its stance on enterprise social responsibility, citizenship 
performance, (ii) basic skills: knowledge and skills that enable individuals to 
evolve and develop productively in a function (educational level, languages, 
computer skills), (iii) generic skills: these are abilities that are characteristic of 
the person and enable him to connect socially and productively in a function 
(effective communication, accepting challenges, analytic skills, negotiating skills), 
(iv) transversal: skills derived from processes that involve a large part or all of 
the organization (quality systems, the 5S, lean manufacturing, Total Productive 
Maintenance (TPM), skills-based management), (v) technical: skills that nourish 
productivity in an area but that are not restricted to just one specific work task 
(welding techniques, sales techniques, visual display of merchandise, calculating 
resistance, measuring vibration), (vi) Results: skills in the area of impact indicators 
that are in line with the organization’s vision and strategic plan (SYMAPRO 
effectiveness indicators, balanced scorecard).

This categorisation should not be taken as a rigid or absolute system but rather as 
a tool to map the learning efforts that are deployed through training capsules at 
the feedback meetings. 

functional house of skills

strategic

tactical

basic

basic

basic

skills

results

processes

transversal and generic values

InteGral Model of skIlls and productIvIty
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But not everything in the organization is governed by univocal knowledge. One 
portion of the practices in organizations, and a part that is presumably growing 
in the face of the constant changes that these kinds of organizations are subject to, 
is the result of a collection of ideas, reasoning and stories about work experience 
that comes from members of the work group themselves. This kind of input is 
not usually stored or covered by formal routines, procedures, data bases or work 
methodologies.

Reflection about the training capsule is a step in this direction. It is an approach 
that stimulates the participants to reason and interpret, and it is sensitive to 
uncertainty, incoherence, multiple interpretations, contradictions and confusion. 
It includes and recognises ambiguity as a substantial part of the knowledge that 
makes up the organization. This calls for the management of ambiguity, and 
the training capsules at the SYMAPRO feedback meetings can contribute to this 
function.

It is recommended that, in order to handle this ambiguity in the capsule, a 
participative didactic approach should be used. One technique that has yielded 
good results is for some of the members of the group to direct the capsule 
component at the meeting, or for the participants to work in sub-groups with 
some instructions. It is important for all the members of the group to take part 
with their opinions, questions and conclusions.

FEEDBACK SYSTEM COMPONENT
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Analysis and reflection yield conclusions about the agreed criteria for how to 
proceed in practice in the situation in question. The result is homologation, insofar 
as this is possible in a complex situation in which there are ambiguities in the 
knowledge mobilised, to be able to proceed with the task in question.

Another result is that people recognise dysfunctional areas or opportunities, and 
these could be inputs for a subsequent stage, which is proposing action to bring 
about improvements.

It is recommended that both these aspects should feature in how the training capsule 
is handled to keep it focalised and oriented to improving process operations and 
working conditions. The capsule is evaluated not only on a conceptual level but 
also in practice, and this constitutes part of the portfolio of evidence about each 
member of the group to accredit the particular skill.

2. Root cause

How can we move from reflection to root cause? Reflection is based on the 
three components mentioned above, and each yields one or more root causes of 
problems and/or opportunities. In order to solve a problem or take advantage 
of an opportunity, there has to be a combination of various factors. The root is 
the factor or factors that sustain this situation. We recognize that it is not always 
possible or viable to reach the root cause, but before initiating any action we 
should ask ourselves whether we are just treating a symptom or if we are in fact 
dealing with the basic cause-effect relation.

One technique that has worked well for getting to root causes is for the group to 
ask the “why” question about the “why” questions. In other words, to go deeper 
into the why and the why of the why of the why. However, this is not always 
enough to reach a final answer. Sometimes we have to accept that the root cause 
is simply out of the group’s reach. For example, suppose a management decision 

about ambiguity

One effect of ambiguity is that the possibility of reasoning (clarifying cause and effect or making an educated judgement) 
is reduced. Various kinds of knowledge are important for an organization. 

At one extreme there is theoretical knowledge that is formalised and codified.

At the other extreme there is knowledge about culture, interpersonal relations, intuition and experience, along with 
creative skills and talents. between these two extremes there is a broad scale of possible combinations that characterise 
each organization.

in most problem-solving and knowledge-sharing situations an individual’s unique experience and skills make the 
difference. 
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made for budget reasons leads to the purchase of a replacement part that is cheap 
and not very durable. The question here is: What do we do with the replacement 
part knowing that it is of poor quality? Or, on another level: How can we work 
optimally in a situation in which there are limitations or restrictions? 

The “why” technique has to be supplemented with the question “what to do in 
spite of”, and then ask “why” again, to go deeper into the answer. In general the 
root cause is not one single factor but several that together constitute the root of the 
problem or opportunity. The “fish skeleton diagram” is a very useful instrument 
for identifying and visualising the factors that may intervene in the solution of a 
problem.

It has been found that in practice it is not easy to systematically apply a technique 
to break a problem or opportunity down into the elements that constitute the root 
cause. At the start of the process many problems come up whose solution is a 
simple corrective action or decision. Examples of this would be if fire extinguishers 
are not in working order, or if some machinery does not have a protective guard. 
Once these primary problems have been solved, more complex problems emerge, 
and these require methodical analysis to reach the root cause. 

3. Improvement proposals

Improvement proposals can be classified into two types. First, there are proposals 
about a general goal to improve, and second, there are proposals for specific action 
in function of an analysis of the root cause. 

Proposing improvement as a general goal consists of the members of the group 
agreeing to try to increase effectiveness points in a set period, like by the next 
feedback meeting or another convenient point in time. For example, if the total 
effectiveness indicator in week 6 reached 80 positive points out of a possible 
maximum of 300 points (3 partial indicators) the group might agree to try to raise 
effectiveness to 100 points by the next meeting, or they might agree to try to raise 
an indicator with a poor result by ten points.

The advantage of proposing a general goal to improve is that the learning effort the 
group makes is translated into results. This is a step forward from the concept of 
“group” to “work team”, with everyone oriented to the goal of improving results. 
The strategy to bring this about is left to the group members themselves in the 
practical situation, or it may be defined through the use of learning instruments 
that they choose. This works when the group functions as a team and is provided 
with leadership by the coordinator or facilitator. But herein lies its disadvantage: 
it is not an option for just any kind of group. Another disadvantage is that there 
is no systematic follow-up on improvement proposal implementations as part 
of a trial and error learning exercise, so there is no process of consolidating the 
group’s collective knowledge. And it may be difficult to maintain motivation 
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when the group makes an effort to change but does not see results because there 
are factors in the situation that they do not completely control. They may also 
lose motivation when the measurements are near the maximum possible because 
there is a limited margin for improvement, although in practice there will always 
be areas that can be improved. 

The improvement proposal based on an analysis of root cause is focalised on 
critical aspects. It is based on a supposed analogy to the Pareto theorem, whereby 
resolving 20% of the most important problems will bring about 80% of the expected 
results.

The group analyses the various improvement proposals that come up in sequence 
during the analysis of the root cause of the problem and/or opportunity. In the 
proposals there is a mixture of different kinds of knowledge including theoretical, 
practical, conceptual, and to do with interpersonal relations and power in the 
organization. Participation is a key factor in this process. To the extent to which 
the members of the group express opinions, questions and proposals they are 
sharing knowledge of various kinds and from various sources. This process can 
even lead to the generation of new knowledge as the group passes beyond what 
was known up to that time.

Hence, generating improvement proposals becomes a reflection-action process. 
People’s experiences are the source of proposals that lead to a significant impact 
on results, and these proposals are produced by the members of the group 
combining their aggregate knowledge. This is the advantage of this approach 
for specific improvements. First the group analyses different options and then 
they reach a synthesis or conclusion. Another advantage is that a systematic 
learning process is generated as each proposal can be followed up and corrected 

Improvement proposals can have an influence on processes in the productive, 
administrative or human resources and labour relations areas. this can be seen in the 
example of an sMe automobile painting enterprise in the dominican republic.

“These measurements have enabled us to identify the deficiencies that caused the enterprise to delay 8 days 
at the close of each month with regard to accounts to be paid. But today the time taken has been brought 
down to 3 and 4 days respectively, which amounts to a saving of more than 50%.

As a result of measuring and the evaluation of effectiveness indicators, the personnel department and general 
management have defined and implemented motivation strategies based on awarding additional marginal 
benefits including schemes such as food incentives, purchase facilities for school supplies for employees’ 
children, and commercial credit facilities backed by the enterprise.

Another benefit of measuring and then evaluating the indicators is that the communication chain between 
personnel has improved thanks to employees having a greater understanding of the position each one occupies 
in the enterprise organigram. Periodic supervisors’ meetings to evaluate these indicators have contributed to 
a more channelled flow of information between management, supervisors and operational workers.”

Source: “experiencia empresa Acabados Automotrices S.A.” (2000), iNfOteP, Santo domingo, dominican republic.
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if necessary. Moreover, the proposals can be noted and checked, this gives an 
indicator of the group’s learning and so facilitates management of the group’s 
continual improvement. 

The disadvantage of this approach is that the relation between improvement 
proposals and the impacts they have on effectiveness measurements is “distant”. 
In practice it is not easy to establish a causal relation between an improvement 
proposal which was implemented and an improvement in the effectiveness 
indicator. This is because effectiveness involves a holistic combination of factors 
that all have an impact, and one concrete proposal can hardly bring about instant 
improvements in all the factors involved.

Another option is to combine the two approaches, general goals and specific 
proposals, and this seems attractive since it means advantages can be added 
together to make a sum but disadvantages not because they are not exclusive of 
each other. This would help to focalise improvement proposals even more and 
at the same time to maintain capacity to systematically administer the learning 
process over time.

This combination of approaches is compatible with skills-based management, in 
which performance is defined as the product of skills demonstrated and results 
obtained. When this is applied to the context of improvement proposals in the 
framework of the SYMAPRO system, the performance of the group is the product 
of the proposals implemented and the results obtained. That is to say, the group’s 
work performance improved because the members were able to generate and 
implement improvement proposals (“skill”) and thus improve effectiveness 
indicators (“result”).

In the conceptual framework of skills-based management, the group’s skills would 
be the ability to generate concrete proposals, and the implementation of these 
proposals would be the demonstration or evidence of those skills. Skills can be 
categorised as process or social, and there can be improvement proposals in both 
these dimensions. Each dimension can in turn be divided into sub-dimensions. 
The process dimension can be broken down into efficiency (costs) and quality, 
and the social dimension into behaviour at work (health and safety, for example) 
and behaviour towards work (absenteeism, for example).

The results are the partial and total effectiveness measurements, and when we 
have both skills and results we have performance. The question is: How can 
performance be measured when the measurements in the two dimensions have 
different bases? Performance can also be expressed as effectiveness. The anchor 
points for the improvement proposals implemented would have to be specified 
(the values of the indicator for the maximum and minimum points) and the 
corresponding measurements add up to total effectiveness, which is the measure 
of results.

For example, in an enterprise a result of 80 effectiveness points for performance 
over 6 months is calculated by adding up the total effectiveness of results (which 
generates 30 points) and the total effectiveness of the improvement proposals 
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implemented (which generates 50 points). We can call the effectiveness of 
performance INTEGRAL EFFECTIVENESS.

In this way we can construct an integral skills-based management model that 
coordinates the skills of the group with results. Individual skills can also be 
accommodated in the model, as we shall see below.

4. Allocation of responsibilities for implementing improvement 
proposals and documentation

When the group has generated improvement proposals the next step is to allocate 
the task of implementing these proposals to a particular person. This involves 
two key steps. First, the proposal has to be confirmed by management. This 
may be done at the feedback meeting itself if management representatives are 
present, but if this is not the case then management will have to be informed and 
permission obtained, especially for proposals that involve investment or changes 
in procedures.

Model of skIlls and Group perforMance

allocation to persons responsible…

When the SyMAPrO is starting, the typical procedure is to appoint one or two middle or senior managers to be responsible 
for the implementation of an improvement proposal. there are various arguments for this, ranging from “it is the bosses’ 
job to solve problems” to “operational staff don’t know how to do this, they are not prepared and it would be a waste 
of time”.

the SyMAPrO proposes breaking with both these attitudes and sharing the responsibility for executing proposed action 
among operational staff, middle and senior managers, so as to achieve sustained learning by having people alternate 
between reflection and action. 
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The second key step is to select the person or persons who shall be responsible for 
putting the proposal into action. What is involved here is a participative model so 
the selection of who should be responsible for implementation should be shared 
between someone from the middle or senior management level and someone 
from the operational level. This helps to establish a commitment that is shared 
between operational staff and managers.

At the same time that a person is assigned responsibility for implementing the 
proposal, the date for completing implementation should be set and the necessary 
resources should be organised. This can be supplemented with a definition of the 
impacts expected and generated by the proposal. There should also be a register 
form for follow-up on the proposals with the name of the person(s) responsible 
and the termination date in each case.

The register form helps in administering the model and serves as a reference 
input for reflection about follow-up on the proposals. First there is a number. 
These run consecutively so they show how many proposals have been generated 
by the system. Then comes the problem and its root cause, the solution proposed, 
the person(s) responsible for implementation, the proposed completion date and 
the real completion date, the resources needed and/or utilised, and finally there 
is the expected impact and impact achieved. Some points in this form can be 
simplified, depending on the organization’s policy. The recommended minimum 
is to have (i) number, (ii) root cause problem, (iii) proposed solution, (iv) person 
responsible, (v) proposed termination date, (vi) real termination date.

When this is done on a spreadsheet the proposals can be hidden without losing 
the documentation about them. In Internet-based software the consecutive list of 
proposals appears, so it is possible to go to the meeting of the group that generated 
the proposal and obtain more detailed information about how it originated and 
what the impact was oriented to. This means it is always possible to go to the source 
of a proposal, and this is particularly useful when tackling complex problems.

eXaMple of follow-up reGIster forM for IMproveMent proposals

1
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4
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6

nº problem and 
root cause 

(wHat)
solutions 
(How)

person 
responsible 

(wHo)

start and 
finish dates 

(wHen)

resources 
used (wHat 

wItH)

expected and 
real impact 
(result)

feedback MeetInG

date:

shift:

area:
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Sub-process 3: Keeping evidence portfolios about skills in the 
application and management of the SYMAPRO

Evidence is gathered on the skills defined. In this case, what are the skills? The 
skills are derived from the performance expected of operational and middle 
management personnel in the framework of the SYMAPRO.

For operational personnel the elements of expected performance are as follows:

i) to measure the effectiveness indicators

ii) to participate in reflection at the feedback meetings

iii) to generate improvement proposals

iv) to implement the improvement proposals

v) to apply the content of the training capsules

We will explain and give examples of how to generate evidence of these skills in 
the framework of the SYMAPRO below, in an application at the operational level 
and with references to middle management and the coordinator. This cannot be 
an exhaustive account; it is just an indication of what takes place at this level. 

eXaMple of sIMplIfIed IMpleMentatIon forM
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i) Evidence of knowing how to measure effectiveness indicators

Using the approach that skills are made up of a cognitive dimension and a practical 
dimension, evidence for both has to be generated.

For the cognitive dimension, the evidence to be demonstrated has to do with the 
basic elements of the SYMAPRO:

a. Relating the process and social indicators of the area or department to the 
objectives of the organization.

b. Specifying the unit of measurement of the indicators, their form of registering 
and their conversion into effectiveness points.

c. Describing the steps to reach total effectiveness.

d. Interpreting the results of partial and total effectiveness. 

e. Presenting solution scenarios to deal with problems that arise in the 
measuring process.

The evidence to be demonstrated in the practical or skills dimension has to do with 
putting into practice the measurement of SYMAPRO indicators:

a.  Applying the measurement of SYMAPRO indicators in accordance with the 
units defined.

b.  Registering the measurement results in the appropriate format (manual or 
electronic).

c.  Converting the measurement values into effectiveness points.

d.  Registering critical incidents and their probable causes.

e.  Consistently resolving measurement problems jointly with the SYMAPRO 
supervisor and/or coordinator.

f.  Maintaining objectivity in the measuring process.

about the Measuring skill

the measuring skill has three objectives:

a.  for the collaborators to become involved in measuring the results of their work to make SyMAPrO their own.

b.  the installation of a meaningful and systematic measurement culture integrated into a permanent learning project 
in the organization.

c.  for the collaborators to become conscious about the coordination of the partial objectives in areas or departments 
with the general objectives of the organization, which facilitates the making of decisions in a congruent way.

the measuring skill is linked to the iSO quality system, to a system of skills-based management by objectives or to a 
system of measurement by objectives of the balanced scorecard type.
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These criteria for generating evidence can be specified and/or expanded depending 
on the organization’s needs. It is recommended that they should be formalised 
and any changes should be documented. The aim is to achieve consistency in the 
measurement process.

The evidence about each of the criteria established is documented in the 
portfolio. The collaborator himself has to gather this evidence, with help from the 
facilitator, supervisor or SYMAPRO coordinator. When sufficient evidence has 
been collected it is evaluated. If it indicates that performance has come up to the 
required standard, the collaborator is accredited with the skill.

In the initial SYMAPRO implementation stage, this skill may serve for training the 
SYMAPRO coordinator and the area or department supervisors. The next stage is 
for these people to in turn become facilitators and evaluators of the collaborators 
in their respective areas. In this way the SYMAPRO is installed in the form of a 
“cascade”.

ii) Evidence about participating in reflection at feedback meetings

The evidence to be gathered has to do with the skill of reflecting at the feedback 
meetings. In the proposed model there are at least three reflection situations, 
which are reflection about follow-up, measurement and the training capsule.

the Measuring skill for the coordinator or area supervisor:

for the SyMAPrO coordinator and the area supervisor, evidence of the measuring skill includes (apart from the elements 
mentioned above) the following:

cognitive dimension:

a.  establish the concept of effectiveness as the basis for measuring productivity.

b.  describe the steps to derive effectiveness indicator measurement units from objectives of the organization.

c.  explain the formula for converting measurement values into effectiveness points.

d.  describe the system for processing measurements.

practical or skills dimension:

a.  Apply the formula for converting measurements into effectiveness.

b.  keep the measurement register system up to date.

c.  Process the measurements and critical incidents and generate visual reports (graphs).

d.  communicate results to collaborators in the areas (display windows, notices).

e.  resolve measurement problems in a way congruent with the bases of the SyMAPrO.

f.  evaluate the evidence about the collaborators’ skill in this function.
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For the cognitive dimension, evidence is generated in relation to the following 
criteria:

a. Treating reflection as the core of individual and group learning in pursuit of 
continual improvement.

b. Identifying the reflection stage at feedback meetings.

c. Describing the forms of participation.

d. Explaining the “win-win” process and constructive criticism.

Evidence also has to be generated for the practical or skills dimension, and this 
consists of the following:

a. Asking questions and contributing ideas at the feedback meetings, about the 
results of the follow-up, measurement and training capsules.

b. Analysing and responding to other collaborators’ reflections.

c. Demonstrating a constructive and purposeful attitude at the feedback 
meetings.

d. Maintaining a practical and viable approach in reflection.

Here again, like with the previous skill, the criteria can be adjusted in function of 
the organization’s needs. In function of these criteria, the collaborator builds up a 
portfolio of evidence so this skill can be accredited after evaluation.

For the SYMAPRO coordinator and the supervisors, there is additional evidence 
about this skill that has to be gathered. This in mainly evidence about how the 
feedback meetings are managed. Activity in this area can be expanded because 
these meetings are so important in the SYMAPRO, but to maintain operational 
functionality in the evidence generation system they should be limited in line 
with some criteria.

In the cognitive dimension the following criteria are employed for the evidence to 
be generated by the supervisors and the coordinator:

a.  Recognizing measurement interpretation techniques and set priorities in the 
framework of the SYMAPRO.

b.  Relating reflection to individual and group learning.

c.  Explaining the principles of the pedagogy of the questioning and root cause 
approach.

d. Identifying group management techniques in function of learning and 
continual improvement (knowledge dialogue).

For the practical or skills dimension the following criteria apply:

a. Preparing the feedback meeting, selecting priority aspects for reflection, 
derived from the effectiveness measurements.

b. Centring reflection in the area controlled by the members of the group.
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c. Applying the technique of participative inquiry, which involves questions 
and the root cause.

d. Demonstrating an open and critical attitude, and establishing a knowledge 
dialogue with the group.

e. Maintaining fluidity and equity in the dynamic of the group.

f. Closing reflection phases with a concluding synthesis about the root causes 
identified.

g. Evaluating the evidence generated by the collaborators with regard to this 
skill.

The SYMAPRO coordinator and the supervisors will have to generate evidence in 
relation to these skill criteria. This evidence will be evaluated, so the collaborator 
can be accredited with the skill.

iii) Evidence about generating improvement proposals

Reflection leads to the generation of proposals that are relevant and attainable in 
the context of the organization’s possibilities. Critical aspects in the generation of 
proposals are relevance, viability, congruence and the evaluation of the proposal’s 
scope with regard to the problem or opportunity identified.

Evidence for the cognitive part of this skill relates to the following criteria:

a. Relating a proposal to the root cause.

b. Explaining the relevance, viability and congruence of a proposal.

c. Describing techniques for the solution scenario.

d. Identifying the scope and limits of a proposal and its possibilities of 
success.

e. Setting levels of impact in function of the SYMAPRO indicators.

Evidence for the practical or skills dimension relates to the following criteria:

a. Generating improvement proposals in the sphere of productive and social 
processes.

b. Making proposals in the light of the root cause.

c. Stating the elements of relevance, viability and congruence of the proposal.

d. Stating the solution scenarios of the proposal.

e. Stating the scope and limits of the proposal and possible degree of success, 
expressed in SYMAPRO measurements.

f. Take responsibility in the plan for executing the proposal, establishing 
delivery or proposal implementation conclusion dates.

g. Making a cost-benefit calculation or analysis of the proposal.
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For the SYMAPRO coordinator and the supervisors, the criteria for the dimensions 
of the skill are very similar, but they go deeper in each case. These people have 
to provide evidence of a capacity to direct the group so these criteria can be 
maintained. This means being able to train the collaborators in the application of 
these criteria.

iv) Evidence about the implementation of improvement proposals

The proposals lead to an implementation strategy in which various members of 
the group will have to work together. The implementation of an improvement 
proposal generally involves the capacity to experiment and create in the execution 
procedure. The practical or skills dimension of the skill acquires more weight than 
the cognitive dimension.

The evidence to be generated with respect to the cognitive dimension relates to the 
following criteria:

a. Explaining different strategies to execute the improvement proposal.

b. Recognizing the availability of skills in the organization.

c. Locating the levels and channels of authorisation for the scheme and to 
obtain the resources in the organization.

d. Identifying risk factors in the execution of the improvement proposal (trial 
and error).

e. Describing the steps and registers to be completed in the execution of the 
improvement proposal.

As regards the practical or skills evidence, the following criteria apply:

a.  Implementing the improvement proposal in the correct way and on time.

b. Working in a team to execute the improvement proposal, supported by 
internal and external capabilities in the organization.

c. Mobilising the necessary resources to implement the improvement 
proposal.

d. Controlling the risk factors in the implementation of the proposal.

e. Planning the steps of the implementation and of the evaluation of 
functioning.

f. Being creative in the implementation of the proposal.

g. Demonstrating tolerance if the proposal turns out not to function as 
expected.

h. Generating the intervention registers in the implementation of the 
proposal.

i. Evaluating the impact of the proposal implemented.
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Like in the previous skill category, this evidence has to be generated by the 
supervisors, who along with the collaborators implement these improvements. 
Their role, above all, is to lead the process. Without this leadership the collaborators 
can hardly have this skill.

The role of the SYMAPRO coordinator is basically to verify that this skill is 
demonstrated, and to intervene to seek solutions when the implementation 
process runs into difficulty.

v) Evidence about applying the content of training capsules

The training capsules executed at the feedback meetings have to do with evaluation 
of the cognitive dimension. The collaborators collect these evaluations in a portfolio 
of evidence. The reference or criteria of the knowledge to be demonstrated is the 
capsule itself. Evidence about understanding the content of the capsule has a 
structure that is also in the realm of the architecture of “meta-skills”, as explained 
above. It is as follows: (i) relation to the general objective of the organization, (ii) 
relation to an indicator of effectiveness in the area, (iii) technical content related to 
a process indicator, (iv) behaviour or attitude related to a social indicator.

As regards the practical or skills dimension, the evidence to be demonstrated is as 
follows:

a. Applying critical aspects of the training capsule, with agreement from the 
supervision level.

b. Evaluating the impact of the implementation on effectiveness indicators.

c. Proposing improvements in the content of the capsule and the way it is put 
into practice. d. Reporting the results of the implementation to the feedback 
meeting. 

In this process the collaborator will have to involve an evaluator, who may be the 
supervisor or a specialist in the subject (for example, the safety specialist). The 
evidence generated is added to the appropriate portfolio.

The cognitive evidence the supervisor or facilitator has to generate is as follows:

a.  Explaining the principles of skills-based training.

b. Listing the criteria to be used when selecting content for the capsule.

c. Describing the structure of the content of the capsule.

d. Explaining the different ways to prepare a training capsule.

e. Specifying cognitive and skills-based evaluation techniques and forms.

f. Explaining techniques to deliver the capsule.

The evidence with regard to the practical or skills dimension involves the following 
criteria, which the supervisor or facilitator must have:
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a. Preparing the training capsule linked to an effectiveness indicator.

b. Using a content structure coordinated with effectiveness indicators.

c. Preparing knowledge and skills-based evidence evaluation forms about the 
capsule. 

d. Delivering the training capsule applying skills-based training techniques.

e.  Evaluating the evidence generated by the collaborators in relation to the 
capsule.

f.  Evaluating the impact of the capsule on the effectiveness indicators.

The role of the SYMAPRO coordinator is basically to verify that this skill is present, 
and to intervene to seek solutions when the process runs into difficulty.

Conclusion about keeping evidence portfolios on SYMAPRO skills

The implementation of the SYMAPRO means the collaborators as well as on the 
supervisor, facilitator and coordinator have to deploy various skills. When the 
SYMAPRO is implemented at the operational level it is based on five skills. This 
is an approach that has to be reviewed in each case so the structure and content 
can be supplemented or refined if necessary.

There are still a number of questions to be answered about the evidence evaluation 
process generated by the different components of the system. In some cases 
evaluation involves an external third party, and in others it is internal. In any 
case, the evaluation procedure must be designed and described because this helps 
to ensure the quality of the process, and it also helps to assure the quality of the 
SYMAPRO model.

It is true that in the first stage of implementing the SYMAPRO model in an 
organization it is not so easy to establish portfolios of evidence about skills in 
the way described above, but the skills involved help to orient the process and 
make explicit just what is required from each person. As the system matures, 
the generation of evidence about the skills that underpin the measurement and 
feedback processes will help to make the system as a whole more consistent. 
However, it also makes the process of implanting the model more complex, so a 
fine balance has to be sought between progress and quality. This means making 
progress while accepting that the system is not perfect, and at the same time 
working for greater consistency.

Apart from the effort to make the process consistent, there is another reason to 
generate evidence: to help the people involved recognise their ability implement 
and sustain the SYMAPRO model in the organization. Evaluation of the evidence 
will enrich people’s curricula, and this in turn will contribute to their professional 
development, either within the organization or outside it.
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Sub-process 4: Integration of the SYMAPRO into an incentive 
scheme

One important way the SYMAPRO lends support is through its incorporation into 
an incentive scheme. This keeps the staff motivated to participate in the system 
and collaborate on the management of improvements. This reflects the “win-win” 
goal that underlies each of the SYMAPRO components and indeed the system as 
a whole.

An incentive scheme has two main modalities, the monetary or material, and the 
non-monetary. In the SYMAPRO the latter modality is present at all times since 
the collaborators are always listened to and involved in the processes, from the 
design of indicators and the setting of measurement parameters through to the 
implementation of improvement proposals.

As to the material aspect, there are various ways in which the incentive system 
operates.  The first is the physical set up of the spaces where the feedback meetings 
will be held. When these spaces are in good condition, this provides an incentive 
for the collaborator to participate in the sessions, and it also reflects the importance 
the enterprise attaches to getting the collaborators to participate.

The second has to do with the scheduling of feedback sessions. These meetings 
can be held during working hours on a mixed time basis (half the time from the 
enterprise and half from the collaborator) or outside working hours. The former is 
preferable, but in some organizations this 
is not possible because the production 
process is continuous. In this case, the 
time the collaborators invest in the 
feedback meetings should be calculated, 
and the monetary equivalent of this, or a 
proportion of the equivalent, is added to 
the incentive scheme. It is preferable to 
make such payments at the end of a cycle 
under a system whereby the payment 
corresponds to good performance. In 
some cases incentives are given at each 
session, though a raffle among those who 
participate in the meeting, for example. 

The third instance is to offer the 
participants a soft drink during the 
feedback meeting, and a snack or 
sandwich, depending on the time. These 
meetings are usually held at the end of 
the working day, when the collaborators 
are about to go home to have dinner, so 
a snack not only makes them feel better 
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and gives them energy but also helps to smooth out any interpersonal friction 
there may be and thus make the meeting more effective.

All of this makes a contribution, 
but the most meaningful incentive 
is probably the one awarded 
at the end of the cycle. In this 
there are two key events, the 
organization’s general assembly 
in which everybody takes part, 
and the award of a material prize 
for performance during the cycle. 
The general assembly is when the 
participants’ efforts are recognised, 
and it is a meaningful moment in 
the SYMAPRO. It is the time when 

what has been achieved through the system is reviewed, and it is also the starting 
point of a new cycle. The results of the global indicators of the organization are 
announced, and then the partial results by area or department. There is a review 
of the number of meetings held, attendance at those meetings, improvement 
proposals that were implemented and the main impacts achieved. Management 
and the union usually take advantage of this event to address all the collaborators 
with a message that emphasises upcoming projects in the near future. The general 
assembly usually closes with a lunch, which helps to bring the participants 
together.

What the collaborators most value and most look forward to is the incentive in 
the form of a prize. There are various systems. For example it could be a cash 
prize, canteen vouchers or articles for the home or for personal use (a bicycle, 
tools). The total value of the prizes varies. In some cases they are in proportion to 
volume and to the cost saving achieved, in others they are linked to quality or a 
reduction in work accidents. When there is a direct relation between effectiveness 
achieved and the hard indicators of sales and profits, it is easier to set the value 
of a prize, but it is more difficult when the process in question is continuous or 
semi-continuous, and the final result is a consequence of a variety of different 
variables.

In concrete experiences in process industries, monetary incentives have amounted 
to between 5% and 8% of basic pay in the measurement period, in situations in 
which there was a clear beneficial effect on the hard process and social indicators 
(accident reduction, for example).

One interesting example is the case of a sugar refinery that has been operating 
with the SYMAPRO for a number of years. There was a considerable reduction in 
the accident rate, and as a consequence the enterprise had to pay less to the social 
security system. There was a difference between the risk premium paid at the 
start of the experience and the premium after the SYMAPRO was implemented, 
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and 50% of this was allocated to the system fund to pay current expenses (snacks, 
support materials) and prizes.  

The criteria for awarding prizes vary depending on the organization and the kind 
of production process in question. The most common in experiences in enterprises 
with semi-continuous production processes are as follows:

i. Most effectiveness points attained, comparing the three shifts in that area.

ii. Attendance at feedback meetings.

iii. Number of improvement proposals implemented (this criterion is applied 
in some cases).

In this example there were three shifts per area, which meant it was possible to 
make comparisons between their results. All three shifts were awarded with an 
incentive at the end of the cycle, and the cash value of these depended on the 
department’s and organization’s global results. The shift with the best results got 
the biggest prize, the second best performer received the second prize, and the 
third the smallest.

A collaborator who attends more than 80% of the feedback meetings is entitled 
to 100% of the prize for his area. If he attended less than this, the amount of his 
award is reduced proportionally.

There are also prizes for the supervisors who act as facilitators at the meetings, 
and again these are linked to attendance, but preparing and conducting the 
meeting also have weight. In some cases the number of improvement proposals 
implemented is considered as well. 

The sum of the prizes and running expenses of the SYMAPRO is based on an 
estimate of the cost of the programme during the cycle, but does not include the 

example of syMapro benefits distributed between enterprise and collaborators
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expenditure involved in making the improvements or the time the collaborators 
invest in the meetings. The improvements implemented is based on an estimate 
of the benefits generated, although there will also be non-tangible benefits like 
the physical and social labour environment, which are difficult to quantify but 
important in the functioning of the organization.

eXaMple of a syMapro IncentIve systeM
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How does an organization start SYMAPRO management?

For the SYMAPRO to function and to generate impacts, various functional and 
hierarchical levels in the organization must be involved.

The first level that has to be involved is the general management of the organization. 
Preferably it should lead the SYMAPRO project with a strategic perspective. 
Thanks to its position it can coordinate the SYMAPRO with the organization’s 
objectives in a global way and relate it to the organization’s technological and 
organisational innovation projects. In the final analysis, it is general management 
that evaluates the impacts of the model and allocates the resources needed to set 
it in motion and maintain it in operation. It is also this level that decides whether 
the SYMAPRO will remain as a project or be absorbed into organization policy.

It is recommended, in the light of the above, that management of the SYMAPRO 
should begin with senior management in the organization. At this level the 
general objectives and the way the project will work are agreed, resources 
allocated, and people appointed to be responsible for putting it into operation. 
These responsibilities include coordinating the project and the role that middle 
management shall play in the model (preparing and directing feedback meetings, 
measurement).

Another aspect agreed at the top level is the trajectory of application, in other 
words which departments or areas the model will start in and how and to what 
other areas the learning system will be extended.

Usually a brief description of the project with objectives and implantation stages 
is prepared. This project description is submitted to senior management for 
consideration, revision and approval. During implantation, reports are submitted 
in function of the overall scheme to serve as a basis for follow-up and decision-
making.

OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT COMPONENT

• Corporative General Management
• Corporative Human Resources Management

• General Management
• Operational and Administrative Management

• Middle Management
• Industrial Relations / Human Resources

• Union
• Workers

• SYMAPRO Coordination 
• External Consultancy

operatIonal ManaGeMent

functIons In tHe ManaGeMent of tHe Model 
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project
systeM of MeasureMent and IMproveMent for productIvIty

‘syMapro’

the proposal to implant the Symapro consists of the following stages:
a)  start, b) extension, c) maintenance.

a)  start:
•		 Define	one	or	more	areas	of	the	sugar	refinery	where	the	Symapro	will	start.
•		 Hold	a	workshop	with	workers	and	supervisors	in	these	areas	to	visualise	problems	and	solutions.
•		 Define	the	measurement	indicators	and	parameters	(workshop	to	define	indicators	with	workers,	supervisors	and	

supervision personnel).
•		 Design	and	install	forms	and	data	processing	resources.

b)  extension:
•		 Evaluate	the	results	of	the	pilot	experience	and	make	the	necessary	corrections.
•		 Extend	the	Symapro	to	all	areas,	in	each	case	holding	workshops	to	visualise	and	define	indicators	and	measurement	

parameters.
•		 Apply	the	Symapro	to	the	processing	period.

c)  Maintenance:
•		 Keep	 the	Symapro	meaningful	 in	 the	enterprise	by	updating	and	 innovating	 indicators,	 forms	and	 the	 follow-up	

model for feedback meetings.
•		 Link	the	Symapro	to	training	and	labour	skills	evaluation.
•		 Define	the	new	supervisor	profile	that	supports	the	Symapro,	the	quality	systems	and	holistic	maintenance.
•		 Train	supervisors	in	quality	systems,	total	production	maintenance,	and	the	training	and	skills-based	evaluation	of	

workers.

the start phase begins with the following activities:
1.  define with senior management the objectives and expected results of the Symapro.
2.  explain the principles of the system to middle management, and also their role in managing the system.
3.  explain the objectives and principles of the system to the union.
4.  identify the areas when the Symapro will start.
5.  establish the functions and work plan of the Symapro coordinator.
6.  Plan the visualisation and measurement definition workshops.
7.  ensure availability of the necessary infrastructure (computer, meeting rooms, transport if necessary).
8.  Set a provisional starting date for measuring and set the feedback meetings schedule.
9.  define the elements to promote the Symapro (t shits, notice boards, invitations, leaflets).
10.  establish the budgetary allocation.

the following activities will be needed for follow-up on the start process.

OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT COMPONENT
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The management of the SYMAPRO is dynamic and involves constant adaptation 
and continual improvement. In this context the “start” is repeated over time, so 
senior management has to repeatedly review and evaluate the process and put 
new cycles of the SYMAPRO into operation. There are also times when senior 
management will intervene during a cycle, for example when decisions have to 
be made about a specific proposal that emerges from the SYMAPRO and which 
requires resources to be allocated or a change in procedures or policies.

The manager of the human resources department (HR) is usually in charge of 
leading the SYMAPRO project in the organization. This is the person responsible 
for formulating the SYMAPRO implantation strategy. He is in close contact with 
senior management to ensure that the project is aligned with the organization’s 
global objectives and to provide feedback about decisions that have to be taken. 
He also has to involve middle management, the union and the work teams in the 
operational management of the project. He will work with the SYMAPRO external 
consultant to reinforce and renew the implantation strategy. He is also responsible 
for planning and ensuring operational aspects as regards infrastructure (rooms, 
media), communications (invitations, induction), resources (food, prizes), times 
(middle management and management time allocations), community and external 
institutions (for example, support for the training capsules).

eXaMple of syMapro functIonal orGanIZatIon
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General management, operational management and administration 
management have to give considerable guidance to the SYMAPRO process and 
exercise control over its content. They are the tactical core of the SYMAPRO. They 
have the task of defining how the SYMAPRO is to be implanted in the various 
departments or areas. They play a key role in the implantation process because 
it is they who must use the SYMAPRO as a tool for productivity and personnel 
management. Their function is to link the SYMAPRO to the objectives and goals 
in the various areas, and to ensure that the indicators in the system are congruent 
and converge to meet those objectives. Their task is to set the parameters of action 
for the coordinator and for middle management staff as regards which indicators 
to use and what anchor points to set (100, 0 and -100) to give measurements a rating 
on the effectiveness scale. Then they have to validate the proposed indicators and 
anchor values that emerge from the consultation process with middle managers 
and workers. They take part in some feedback meetings but not all because they 
have other tasks to attend to. They receive the improvement proposals from the 
feedback sessions, analyse and discuss them with middle management and the 
SYMAPRO coordinator, and if a proposal is approved they take decisions about 
what support to provide for implementation. They maintain close contact with 
the SYMAPRO coordinator to keep the system focalised on aspects that are critical 
for the operation, and provide support so the various components are suitably 
implemented.

The management of the SYMAPRO usually begins at these administrative and 
management levels. First a proposal is drawn up with objectives, implementation 
stages and expected results. This is presented at a meeting with representatives 
from this level, who are also given a brief outline of the SYMAPRO model. 
Agreement is reached on the objectives to be measured and the indicators to be 
used, and these will subsequently be analysed with other actors in the process. It 
is important to make explicit the precise role each manager at this level will have 
to play in the implementation process, and to define the functions involved.

The union or workers’ representation is another actor who supplements the 
group putting the SYMAPRO into operation. Depending on the organization’s 
culture, union representatives take part in the initial meeting with management 
(or perhaps attend a secondary meeting later). At this meeting the social 

typIcal patH to start syMapro ManaGeMent

1.  Prepare the proposal.

2.  Make a presentation to management and the union.

3.  Hold a middle management induction workshop.

4.  Hold a problems and solutions visualisation workshop with workers and middle management.

5.  train the SyMAPrO coordinator.

6.  join a learning network about SyMAPrO management through an external consultant.
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indicators are emphasised. These are what make the productivity measurement 
and improvement system holistic and integrated. The union may play an active 
or a passive role, depending on its culture and habitual stance in the organization. 
It is recommended that the union should be involved in the management of the 
SYMAPRO so as to establish a platform for dialogue that may help make the 
project more sustainable. The implantation of the SYMAPRO means changes 
in the culture of how work is organized, and union participation is needed for 
this process to proceed in a balanced way. The union’s function is to validate 
the SYMAPRO as a whole, especially with regard to managing the feedback 
meetings and motivating the workers involved in the process. The union should 
also validate the improvements made in the realm of working conditions (decent 
work). For example, the invitations for the workers to take part in the various 
components of the SYMAPRO are usually issued jointly by the enterprise and 
the union. At the end of each cycle, the union verifies the improvements made 
in working conditions and communicates this to 
the main body of workers.

Middle management (supervisors and/or 
shift foremen) play a key role in managing the 
SYMAPRO. In the changeover to a permanent 
learning and inclusive culture in the organization, 
it is middle management whose function changes 
first. The changeover is from a unidirectional 
management structure to a system that includes 
reflection, analysis and commitments based 
on knowledge dialogue. It is very common for 
there to be resistance to this change, and there 
are various reasons for this. Some resistance is 
caused by the changes in the style and content 
of leadership that the SYMAPRO involves, 
the orientation more to facilitation, feedback 
and group learning. In other cases, there is 
insufficient and/or inconsistent support from 
management, which sends contradictory signals. 
In both of these scenarios the situation may be aggravated if the preparatory 
groundwork as regards SYMAPRO methodology was insufficient. But this factor 
can be controlled within the SYMAPRO management system, which is why it is 
essential to hold a workshop to introduce middle management to the SYMAPRO 
methodology as part of the initial implantation of the system. At this workshop 
the methodology is presented step by step and the role middle management 
must play is made explicit. This role includes supporting the daily or weekly 
measuring and information processing process, preparing the feedback meetings 
with priority aspects, preparing the training capsule, leading the meeting, and 
collaborating on the implementation of improvement proposals. This changes the 
traditional function of the foreman or team boss into a facilitating role to support 
effective learning among the collaborators.

there are opposing opinions and positions 
about the role that unions should play 
in the SyMAPrO. in some organization 
cultures an effort is made to minimise 
their participation, while in others they 
are seen as a resource that can lend 
support to the process. An example of 
the latter position is an enterprise that 
wanted to interrupt the SyMAPrO process 
because management lacked discipline 
and perseverance. the union opposed this, 
arguing that the SyMAPrO was a declared 
policy of the organization and that 
therefore a commitment was involved. the 
SyMAPrO was continued in the enterprise 
thanks to this union intervention.
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The workers are the mainstay of the SYMAPRO. If they did not take part in the 
feedback meetings there would be no SYMAPRO. The workers are involved 
from the very start in constructing the indicators and measurement values. 
Therefore they have to be trained in the principles of the SYMAPRO and in the 
role they will play in the system. This includes collaborating in measurement, 

reflection, generating improvement proposals 
and verification procedures. A lot of what is 
involved and what it means will be learned 
in practice, when the process is actually in 
operation. However, at the start there has to be 
a consensus of opinion about the relevance of 
the SYMAPRO for the staff, and an agreement 
about the commitments involved. A workshop 
about the SYMAPRO can be held to provide 
initial training for the workers, to introduce 
them to the visualisation of problems and 
solutions, and middle management and even 

senior managers should be present. The aim is to establish communication 
between the different functional and hierarchical levels of the organization about 
objectives and the measuring system. 

The workshop consists of two stages. First there is an exercise in which the 
participants are asked to do a drawing of the work they do in the organization 
(including the place and the means), and then they do a second drawing depicting 
ways to improve their work environment and way of working.  These drawings 
are analysed in a cross system whereby one person’s drawing is commented 
on by somebody else and vice versa, and thus “bridges” are built between the 
participants’ mental models and proposed changes. This analysis of the drawings 

the drawing about work the person in the visualization workshop is doing is significant for two reasons:

1.  it makes communication possible between people with different levels of training since the capacity to draw is not 
connected to a person’s level in the organization.

2.  it invites reflection about work in a situation in which an individual cannot communicate all he wants to say about 
the subject in question.

both aspects facilitate subsequent focalisation of the discussion on objects and the indicators used for measuring.

the scope and depth of SyMAPrO implantation in the organization depends to a large extent on assimilating middle 
management into the system. it has been found in practice that when they come to see it as a management tool in their 
areas of work, the system progresses and has the impact expected. but if this is not the case, the system usually depends 
on the coordinator and does not have a sustained or significant impact. for this reason, middle management should be 
trained and constantly guided as to how they manage the SyMAPrO system.

syMapro workshop for middle 
management
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gives rise to proposals that are registered on the follow-up form, which enables the 
participants to have an image of what will later be implemented systematically.

 The second stage in the workshop consists of an analysis of general objectives, 
specific objectives in various areas, indicators to measure effects and the 
information processing system. This phase is more technical and it is partly 
supported by the first, visualisation stage. Critical points that emerged in the 
first phase are re-examined and put into perspective in the light of the objectives 
and measurement indicators. It is probably not possible for the participants to 
understand the SYMAPRO system in all its details just at this one workshop, 
but they will have a clear grasp of the aims of the system, mainly because they 
have participated in reflection and communication activities involving staff from 
different levels of the organization. This usually paves the way for the workers to 
accept the SYMAPRO, and now it can be put into operation. 

• objective:
 to detect problems and possible solutions.

• Development:
 to make visual representations (images) of something that is not in 
 sight and relate these to quantitative and social aspects that affect 
 the enterprise (work areas).

eXaMple of tHe presentatIon
at a worksHop to vIsualIse probleMs and solutIons

• Aim:
 to establish close communication between all workers and middle and  
 senior management in function of:

Graphic visualisation of problems and solutions
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How is a SYMAPRO coordinator selected?

In the light of the above description of the SYMAPRO methodology and the roles 
the different hierarchical and functional levels of the organization play in it, we 
can derive a profile of the skills the coordinator of the system will need. This is the 
input for the selection process to fill this post or function.

The profile of the position of SYMAPRO coordinator includes the mission of the 
post, the basic activities and functions involved, the results or products expected, 
the processes this person is involved in, and the technical and social skills 
needed. These social-personal components are very important in discharging the 
coordinator function. Many of the technical skills can be learned in a short time 
but this does not apply to social and personal skills, so these have to be taken into 
account during the selection process. 

This profile, especially the skills needed, is used to draw up a list of candidates 
and implement a selection process. It also informs the candidates about just what 
is involved in the position, and this will help them get a clear grasp of how they 
are expected to perform in the post.

Filling the post of coordinator does not always involve creating a new company 
position or contracting additional personnel. SYMAPRO coordination can 
be grafted onto another function like industrial safety, for example. But the 
risk in not creating a separate post of SYMAPRO coordinator is that the 
person selected may become overloaded with a variety of activities, and this 
could hamper his/her performance in the effort that is needed to ensure the 
SYMAPRO functions well

some personal characteristics the syMapro coordinator must have:

•	To	be	recognised	technically	and	socially	by	workers	and	middle	management.

•	The	ability	to	motivate	collaborators.

•	The	ability	to	communicate	ideas	clearly	and	simply.

•	The	ability	to	listen	to	and	harmonise	different	points	of	view.

•	Organisational	ability.

•	A	disposition	to	learn	from	the	workers.

•	A	disposition	to	learn	about	the	characteristics	of	work	in	the	organization.
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This profile is also a reference point for evaluating the SYMAPRO coordinator’s 
performance, which is linked to the objectives and goals of the programme as a 
whole. To the extent that the coordinator is able to perform as stipulated in the 
profile, he or she will be achieving the expected impacts of the SYMAPRO as a 
programme.

What support and infrastructure does the SYMAPRO require?

The support and infrastructure required depend on the characteristics of the 
situation in each case, which includes the resources available and the social 
relations between the actors in production. Nevertheless, we can draw up a list 
of elements that are recommended in most cases, bearing in mind that the scope 
of each will vary with specific circumstances. These can be seen as common 
denominators.

related processes
production
Maintenance
Quality and continual 
Improvement
Industrial safety
labour relations

skIlls
technical
syMapro Methodology
costs administration
statistics
Quality Management
Group facilitation
Health and safety at work
calculation programmes
(spreadsheets)

social and personal
communication
pro-active
negotiator
systematic
Geared to results

profile of syMapro coordinator position

MIssIon
to organise the syMapro in the different areas of the organization, 
drawing support from those responsible for production/operation 
and human resources, keeping registers updated and visualising 
indicators and impacts.

basIc actIvItIes
to agree with area personnel and management on the management of 
measurement indicators for each cycle.
to involve middle management and union delegates.
to ensure the indicators are measured objectively and systematically.
to process the information and present the results clearly in a graph 
format.
to prepare the training capsule for feedback meetings.
to co-facilitate feedback meetings and provide follow-up on the 
commitments made.
to ensure the infrastructure needed for the syMapro to develop is 
available.
to create ways to motivate and involve the personnel.
to write periodic reports about results and impacts.
to constantly make innovations in the application of the syMapro, 
relating it to skills-based management.

products
to improve the indicators.
to execute the proposals that emerge from the feedback meetings
to increase participation by workers and middle management.
to increase improvement proposals and commitments.
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The common elements required can be grouped into two categories. The first are 
those that support communication, and SYMAPRO provides a set of symbols to 
make the system visible and recognisable in the organization. The second category 
consists of physical material support elements and liquid resources (time, budget) 
which are necessary instruments to be able to plan and manage the SYMAPRO.

What are the symbols and communication support elements?

a. Display windows and notice boards 

For the personnel in the organization to know how well their team or group 
has performed, it is essential to display the results of the daily and weekly 
measurements and the ‘before’ and ‘after’ images showing the outcomes of 
improvement proposals. This helps not only to maintain motivation but also to 
provide inputs for analysing and questioning a given situation or measurement, 
should the need arise. To the extent that concrete results are presented, the 
visibility and credibility of the system are maintained. 

Display windows and notice boards can be used. The display window provides 
protection against dust so the material presented, which is usually in the form of 
printed sheets of paper, does not deteriorate. The disadvantage it that it implicitly 
creates a distance between the viewer (the personnel) and the information as he 
cannot be in close contact with it.

The display window or notice board requires constant maintenance. If it is 
not constantly kept up to date or kept tidy it does not discharge its function 
and it can even cause implicit rejection on the part of the staff.

syMbols and coMMunIcatIon support  

 • DISPLAY AND NOTICE BOARDS WITH ADVANCE SYMAPRO INFORMATION

 • ENTRPRISE AND UNION LOGO

 • SYMAPRO START AND CLOSE LEAFLET

 • LETTER OF INVITATION

 • T SHIRTS, CAPS, PENCILS

 • PRIZES, RAFFLES

plannInG InstruMents  
 • HUMAN, MATERIAL AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES

 • FEEDBACK MEETINGS SCHEDULE

 • TRAINING AND MONITORING

classification of syMapro support elements
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There should be a display window or notice board for each area and, if possible, a 
general one too, which has information about all the areas. The display window or 
notice board will have the lists of measurement results for that week, cumulative 
lists up to a certain date, the feedback meetings schedule, and information about 
improvement proposals that are currently being executed. In addition, there can 
be ‘before’ and ‘after’ images showing the outcomes of improvement proposals, 
announcements about training events, and reminders about work safety measures 
or the correct way to look after tools.

b) Enterprise and union logos and icons

Logos and icons that represent the SYMAPRO should be designed, and it is 
important to use them. They help to establish the system as a work culture and 
make it easy for people to recognise the different expressions of the SYMAPRO. 
The logo or icon can appear on announcements about feedback meetings, training 
capsules, measurement results and news bulletins about improvements in each 
area. For example, the sheets with reports of improvements can be identified with 
a stamp and the SYMAPRO logo, so personnel will get used to the symbol and 
associate it with what is happening in their work area. 

Just as the logo helps people identify with the SYMAPRO, if the system is not 
meaningful for them the logo may turn into an element that works against the 
new culture in the organization as it will come to symbolise something that is 
essentially meaningless or even something that works against the interests of the 
staff. In order for the logo to be a meaningful positive symbol it has to be associated 
with significant positive action, and this connection has to be maintained. The 
logo will appear in various contexts and in connection with other programmes 
and activities, and this is an important aspect of maintaining it.
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The logo should also be associated with the enterprise and the union. It has to be 
recognised as something the enterprise and the union are both committed to, so 
the staff identify it not only with efficiency and quality objectives but also with 
participation and improvements in working conditions. 

c) Leaflets about the SYMAPRO start and cycle completion

Leaflets or other means can be used to make public information about the 
SYMAPRO programme, to help disseminate the objectives of the measurement 
and feedback cycle throughout the organization. Leaflets make the system formal, 
they send the message that it is associated with management and the union and 
is therefore legitimate, and in addition that the objectives and concerns of the 
organization as a whole are congruent with the SYMAPRO measurements in the 
various work areas.

syMbols and coMMunIcatIon support

logo: enterprise and union

leaflets about the syMapro start and cycle completion

syMbols and coMMunIcatIon support
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Very often middle management and operational staff do not know what the main 
objectives and goals of the next cycle are, and different people will say different 
things about them. Issuing a leaflet with this information obliges the organization 
to make an effort to focalise and clarify these objectives and goals, and it keeps 
the staff informed so as they go about their daily work they will know what is 
expected of them in terms of performance.  The fact that there is a set common 
reference documents fosters effective communication among the personnel.

When a cycle terminates the organization can issue another leaflet with the results 
of the SYMAPRO indicators for each area and of the enterprise as a whole, and 
the areas or teams that achieved the best results can be give special mention. The 
information about the SYMAPRO indicators and the global enterprise results can 
be supplemented with data about the number of feedback meetings, the degree 
of staff participation, the number and types of training capsules and the number 
of improvement proposals generated and executed. There is usually some 
information about the best improvement projects and their impacts.

The system is backed by the enterprise and by the workers’ representatives, all 
personnel are involved in defining and validating it, and in the end they all come 
to support it. This makes the SYMAPRO transparent and gives it credibility, which 
in turn makes it sustainable over time. The work system is gradually changed into 
a permanent learning system in the organization.

d) Letter of invitation

At the start all staff can be sent a letter inviting them to participate in the SYMAPRO 
and in particular to take part in the feedback meetings. In some organization’s 
cultures this is a requirement, and a personalised letter is sent to each employee. 
This is seen as necessary if they are to respond and participate, especially when 
their involvement is voluntary. This would be done when the feedback meetings 
are held at mixed times, partly on the enterprise’s time and partly on the workers’, 
or all on the workers’ time (for example if the production process is continuous).

In other organizations that already have a strong and deep-rooted communication 
culture, or in which the system has been implanted and is already mature, it is 
not necessary to send a personalised letter of invitation; an announcement in the 
display windows or on notice boards is sufficient.

The letter of invitation should be signed not only by management but also by 
the union or workers’ representative. This sends the message that knowledge 
dialogue is involved and this is a process of collective and individual learning in 
which everyone’s interests converge. If both parties do not sign, the letter should 
go out under the signature of the manager or director of the organization.
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When a SYMAPRO measurement cycle 
has reached its conclusion, all personnel 
are sent a letter of invitation to announce 
the general assembly and prize giving 
ceremony. This formal approach 
involving the image of the system can be 
very significant. In many organizations 
it is rare for management to address the 
staff in a formal way, and even rarer 
when it comes to operational workers. A 
communication of this kind at the start 
and at the end of a cycle contributes to 
institutionalising the system as it projects 
the image of a systematic effort. But, 
as always, there is the risk that it could 
become a meaningless event that is just 
one more bureaucratic procedure.

e) T shirts, caps, pencils, etc

Again, the use of these promotional items varies depending on the kind of 
organization in question. They are usually employed as an incentive to motivate 
staff to attend feedback meetings, or as part of a promotional campaign. For 
example, in the first feedback meeting the participants are given a T shirt or cap 
with the SYMAPRO slogan for the current measurement and improvement cycle. 
This is a way of raising awareness that something new is starting and its success 
depends on everyone participating and becoming involved.

syMbols and coMMunIcatIon support

letter of invitation
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As part of the campaign, the 
SYMAPRO name and/or logo 
can be put on people’s uniforms 
or safety helmets, to maintain 
awareness that this is a continual 
learning process involving 
innovative action geared to 
improving productivity. 

The purpose behind the use of 
these items is to foster the idea 
of belonging to a shared group 
programme or project. This works 
provided that participation in the 
programme is meaningful and/

or a source of pride. Therefore the system as a whole has to be congruent and 
consistent, otherwise it is just expenditure with no real return, or it can even 
become counter-productive.

f) Prizes, raffles and other incentives

In the SYMAPRO system, incentives are based on two elements, but these may 
converge and become just one. The first is achieving a result, and this has a 
number of aspects. Rewards could be based on the final result of the SYMAPRO 
measurement indicators, participation at the feedback meetings, or some other 

syMbols and coMMunIcatIon support

Photograph of bicycle raffle.
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criteria. If the incentive system is made more complex it can also be the basis 
for a prize for the number of improvement proposals executed and the impacts 
these have on productivity (and costs). There can be a scale in function of selected 
variables and a system of prizes and/or benefits that depends on the number or 
quantity of saving and/or other kinds of progress that has been generated (for 
example, response time, client satisfaction).

Another criterion for establishing incentives is the time that personnel dedicate 
to the system. This would be used in particular when the feedback meetings take 
place on the workers’ own time, outside working hours. Normal hourly pay 
should be taken into consideration when time dedicated to the SYMAPRO is 
assessed. This is not a question of paying staff to attend the feedback sessions but 
rather a matter of giving rewards in function of qualitative results in the realm of 
better communication and improved interpersonal relations. The extent to which 
these aspects improve can be taken into consideration when calculating payments 
based on attendance levels.

For example, in a situation in which it is difficult to precisely quantify the results 
of the SYMAPRO but in which there are qualitative benefits, the criterion for 
incentive payments could be linked to standard hourly pay for the number of 
hours a member of staff dedicates to the system by attending feedback meetings. 
This would involve a proportion of total pay per hour, calculated using a 
coefficient that reflects SYMAPRO results in effectiveness points and number of 
feedback session hours. The advantage of this approach is that the total monetary 
amount of incentive payments would remain under the control of cost parameter 
criteria.

The motivation provided by the incentives system may become ineffective because 
the monetary rewards are small or just because there is no variety in the system. 
Another possibility is that the organization may wish to reward some particular 
effort that is reflected in the results of specific indicators. Take for example a work 
team that did not achieve the best total effectiveness results in the SYMAPRO 
system but did emerge with the best result on one partial indicator, risk and 
accident prevention for example. In this case an option would be to award the 
team a prize or incentive, but instead of each team member receiving a small 
payment, they would all take part in a raffle with substantial prizes. Again, this 
depends on the organization’s culture and the labour relations situation.

Planning instruments

The inputs or instruments needed to effectively plan SYMAPRO management 
have been classified into (a) human, material and financial resources, (b) the 
schedule for the feedback meetings, and (c) training for middle management and 
process monitoring.
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a) Human, material and financial resources

The basic human resources need to implant the SYMAPRO are a coordinator and, 
depending on the size of the organization, perhaps an assistant or trainee on release 
from a technical training institution. It is better if the post of coordinator is a full 
time job so this person can guide and deepen the learning processes involved in 
the SYMAPRO, but if this is not feasible or not justified because the organization 
is small, it may be a part time job.

The minimum material resources needed include a space where the feedback 
meetings can be held. The SYMAPRO coordinator must have an office with a 
computer, a printer, and if possible a projector for measurement result presentations 
for work teams. A digital camera is also useful as a training support tool to 
generate visual inputs. Stationary is needed, and didactic support materials for 
the feedback meetings and training capsules. There should be display windows or 
notice boards in various areas where information about progress in the SYMAPRO 
can be made public. Various kinds of promotional material are needed so staff in 
the organization are always conscious that the SYMAPRO is in operation.

The financial resources consist of SYMAPRO running expenses, and the human 
and material resources also require expenditure or a budgetary allocation. These 
running expenses include soft drinks and snacks at the feedback sessions, the food 
and organization costs of the general assemblies at the end of each SYMAPRO 
cycle, the prizes awarded in each cycle, external consultants’ fees, and the cost of 
specialised training for eternal agents. 

plannInG InstruMents

Human, material and financial resources

HuMan

syMapro 
coordinator

MaterIal

Meeting room
office
computer, printer
digital camera
stationary
display windows, notice boards
promotional material

fInancIal

soft drinks
feedback meetings
end of cycle general assemblies
prizes
consultants
training
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b) Schedule for feedback meetings

A practical tool in SYMAPRO planning is the schedule for feedback meetings. 
This is a way of setting up the framework for a systematic, ongoing learning 
task. It is usually quite difficult to systematically implement training activities 
in organizations, and there are two reasons for this. First, organization cultures 
are usually more geared to reacting to events than to anticipating them or taking 
preventive measures, and second, organizations do not usually assign high priority 
to training efforts. Therefore it is essential to have a schedule for SYMAPRO 
activities, and to comply with the schedule in order to establish a routine.

As in all planning, there has to be flexibility to be able to handle unforeseen events, 
and this applies to the meetings schedule. Sometimes a meeting will have to be 
suspended or re-scheduled because of an emergency or lack of time or space, 
and the big danger here is that re-scheduling might become the rule rather than 
the exception, and the systematic rhythm will be lost. This does not mean that 
feedback meetings cannot be planned in different ways. At one extreme, the date 
could be left open and everyone will know the meeting will be held at some time 
in a fixed period, within the next two weeks, for example. 

plannInG InstruMents

schedule for feedback Meetings
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c) Training and monitoring

A key element in the SYMAPRO system is training the coordinator. This individual 
can be trained formally on a workshop course, or informally on a guided 
secondment at an enterprise that already has the SYMAPRO installed, or through 
guidance from an external consultant. This training is one of the first steps when 
installing the SYMAPRO management system because the quality of the technical 
aspects of the system depends on it. The social and political management of 
the SYMAPRO depends on the coordinator establishing links with hierarchical 
positions in the organization above his/her level.

Perhaps the most crucial element for the SYMAPRO management system to 
generate positive impacts is the training of middle managers. These are the 
people who are in day to day interaction with operational workers in routine 
and learning processes. The SYMAPRO system is geared to learning through 
continual improvement initiatives that middle managers and operational staff put 
into practice. The middle manager has to become a facilitator of learning for the 
people in his area or team, a trainer who helps and guides them so they can reach 
the set objectives, and these skills cannot be learned just by attending a training 
course in SYMAPRO methodology. That is a necessary condition, but not by itself 
sufficient. What is also needed is for middle managers to be guided into their 
new role as facilitators, and to be trained and oriented in organizational systems 
that are coordinated with the SYMAPRO but have other dimensions or scope, 
like for example planning by objectives, ISO quality systems, total production 
maintenance, and industrial safety systems.

training and Monitoring

plannInG InstruMents

traInInG

• Training of coordinator
• Training of supervisors and foremen
 in symapro and connected subjects
• National Symapro Meetings

MonItorInG

• Identification of indicators
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This ongoing training for middle management has to be planned as part of the 
management of the SYMAPRO, not only in its formal and informal dimensions 
but also as regards evaluating these people’s ability to play the role of learning 
facilitators and to implement improvement proposals jointly with operational 
workers.

A third key training activity in SYMAPRO management is participation in learning 
networks at the sector, national and international levels. These networks make it 
possible to learn from presenting experiences and comparing and contrasting these 
with experiences in other organizations, and also reflection about the inclusion of 
new subjects or dimensions in the management of the SYMAPRO. These networks 
can involve periodic meetings with organizations that have experience with the 
SYMAPRO (every six months or every year), and also participation in electronic 
networks via the Internet.

Two aspects in particular have to be taken into consideration when planning 
training about aspects of SYMAPRO management at the sector level. The first 
involves planning the time and resources needed to be able to take part in these 
real and virtual meetings, and the second is taking responsibility on behalf of 
the organization for some of these meetings, as the participants of the network 
usually take turns to play host. 

An evaluation of SYMAPRO management in its totality involves defining 
indicators that measure the system’s impact. This process should be initiated 
from the very beginning of the SYMAPRO start stage, although they may be 
changed later on. These indicators are part of SYMAPRO management because 
they show whether the system is taking the right path or if adjustments have to be 
made. The system of macro-indicators that guide the SYMAPRO could be based 
on productive processes (efficiency, quality, response time, costs), on the labour 
context (labour climate, absenteeism, accidents) or on both.

examples of networks
A SyMAPrO network has been in operation since 2001 in the sugar industry in Mexico, and enterprises use it to share 
experiences in the management of the system. by the end of 2008 fourteen national meetings to share experiences had 
been held, including one in Guatemala and in dominican republic. Apart from sharing experiences in managing the 
SyMAPrO, each meeting has a main theme that its content is focused on. in the eight meetings the main themes were 
as follows: modernisation in labour relations, skills-based training, multi-skill and multi-function, health and safety at 
work, iSO systems and coaching, working in teams, social dialogue and impacts.
Network meetings in the tourism sector started in 2008 in Mexico, with a half year frequency.
in the dominican republic, the National institute of Vocational training (iNfOteP) has organised national productivity 
seminars which included SyMAPrO experiences from the mid 1990s. Meetings are held every year. there are also regional 
meetings to share experiences with enterprises that have the SyMAPrO system.
in cuba, the Ministry of Sugar has organised yearly seminars on human capital development since 2002-03, focused on 
the experiences with SyMAPrO in the sugar mills. 
in chile, the training institution of the fresh fruit export sector (Agrocap) organised the first network meeting with 
enterprises, unions and training bodies of the sector in 2009.
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What is the ‘typical’ trajectory of SYMAPRO management?

Usually the application of the SYMAPRO follows a trajectory that is characterised 
by rises and falls in staff participation and in rate of integration into the 
organization’s global strategy. A key factor in employing the model is the ability 
to recognise, and as far as possible anticipate, these rise and fall cycles, and take 
suitable decisions that extend the SYMAPRO in the organization when it is on a 
rise, and retrench and maintain it when a fall comes. 

In addition, from the perspective of how the model operates, we can distinguish 
four stages in the trajectory of SYMAPRO management. These stages correspond 
to the organization’s ability to learn how to adopt the SYMAPRO and adapt it to 
the organization’s own specific idiosyncrasies. 

Each of these stages has its own complexities and problems, and the organization 
has to resolve these if the system is to progress. This process of resolving the 
complexities involved in implanting the SYMAPRO is an organizational learning 
process that follows a typical trajectory.

Degree of 
personnel 
participation

Integration of 
management 
into strategy

typical cyclical rise and fall trajectory in syMapro implementation.

typIcal patH

• Start
• Consolidation
• Maturity
• Renewal

ManaGeMent trajectorIes

crItIcal aspects

• Obtain support of actors and define coordination
• Train coordination, design forms, routines
• Improve routines, forms and group dynamics
• Periodically introduce new indicators, deepen training, extend to 

other tools
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There are critical aspects in each stage which are common in the learning 
trajectories of organizations when they start implementing the SYMAPRO, and 
there are others that depend on the particular characteristics of each organization. 
There are no pre-established prescriptions as to how to resolve these critical 
common and particular aspects. During the implementation process they have to 
be tackled with a systematic trial and error approach.

First stage: The Start

The first stage is the SYMAPRO start. This is of paramount importance as it 
is necessary to attract the support of the main actors in the organization. The 
way the system will be coordinated with the organizational structure has to be 
defined, and it is important to select the right kind of person to be the coordinator. 
Another key step is to define the scope of the implantation of the system. Very 
often an organization will decide to start implantation in an area or department 
that has problems and where the new system can help to resolve them. This is a 
valid strategy, above all when the problems are rooted in communication and the 
coordination of functions and tasks. 

As well as deciding on the areas or departments where implantation will start, 
there is also the decision about who will coordinate the feedback meetings in the 
initial phase. Usually the SYMAPRO coordinator takes on the role of facilitator 
in these first sessions. There are two aspects to this: the facilitator not only has to 
facilitate feedback about measurements and commitments, but also train heads of 
departments so they can take on this task as soon as possible. 

it is theoretically possible to initiate implantation of the SyMAPrO in all areas and departments of an organization at 
the same time, but experiences in which this has been tried have not prospered. it is recommended that implementation 
should begin in just some areas, and the system can be consolidated there before being extended to other areas. this 
allows the organization to adapt to the system and for the system to be adapted to the organization.

the concept of a ‘trajectory’ has various decision dimensions: direction, velocity, problem solving, progress and slipping 
back. these dimensions appear continually in the decisions that have to be taken in the implementation of SyMAPrO 
management. it is helpful to be conscious of these aspects of the trajectory because this clarifies decision-making and 
contributes to being able to construct a project that is congruent and consistent. 

never forget that implementing the syMapro is a permanent process.

when you install the syMapro it is here to stay!
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Second stage: Consolidation

The second stage in the implantation of the SYMAPRO is consolidation. The 
organization initiates this stage when it has a trained coordinator who is able to 
exercise the skills and carry out the functions required, and resolve the problems 
that implantation involves. This means taking charge of the design and use of 
measurement and feedback forms, processing this information electronically, and 
setting up the routines that are part of the measurement cycle. This last task includes 
defining the indicators and their respective parameters in a participative way, 
handling the measurement procedures and information processing, organizing 
and providing follow-up on the feedback meetings, and planning the start and 
end of each cycle. 

In addition, consolidation means that middle management will take charge of 
some key functions in the system, especially taking measurements, processing the 
results, and facilitating feedback and follow-up.

In this stage it is the middle managers that facilitate the feedback sessions, with 
help from the coordinator. In fact, the coordinator now moves on to a support role, 
and takes charge of verifying the quality of the process. In the consolidation stage 
the SYMAPRO is extended to other areas that were not included at the start. In 
some organizations it is extended first to production or operational areas and later 
to support departments (administration, purchasing, sales, human resources), 
and then it is even extended to suppliers and/or sales distribution channels.

Third stage: Maturity

The maturity stage is reached when the system is functioning with the 
measurement, processing, feedback and follow-up routines that were established. 
It has been extended to most of the operational areas in the organization, and 
middle management, operational workers and senior management are all 
involved. Middle managers are facilitating the feedback meetings so improvement 
proposals are being systematically generated, and the implementation of these is 
being followed up.

In the maturity stage the system functions in accordance with the routines that 
were designed and set up at the start of the installation process. It is of vital 
importance to keep tuning the routines and forms to make them more relevant 
to the real situation, and measurement systems are changed to make them more 
precise or better suited to enabling the staff to have a real effect. Measuring is also 
modified in function of the results of the organization’s global indicators. 
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At the feedback meetings the training capsules take reflection to a deeper level, and 
new dynamics are introduced to avoid monotony. Examples of this are adopting 
a more rigorous approach to identifying the root cause of a problem, or checking 
and analysing a piece of equipment or a control system so that operational workers 
will know more about it than what they learn through routine operations. 

The ways in which senior and middle management and operational staff participate 
is reviewed, and adjustments are made. It is often the case that some areas or 
people are more involved than others in the SYMAPRO. This is frequently in 
function of the scheduling of the feedback meetings, or it can be due to apathy 
because people do not see that proposals are implemented or because they are not 
sufficiently motivated or convinced about the virtues of the system. Therefore, in 
this stage, the reasons why these people or groups are participating less should 
be examined, and corrective action taken. 

Fourth stage: Renewal

The maturity stage comes to an end when the measurement instruments, 
data processing, reflection dynamics at the feedback meetings, follow-up on 
improvement proposals, participation of staff from different levels, general 
assemblies at the end of the cycles and the prize-giving system are all working 
well. The organization has incorporated the SYMAPRO and the model has been 
adjusted to the conditions of the organization. The result is a robust system in full 
operation. 

It is not easy to make SYMAPRO practices routine in an organization, and when 
this point is reached the system has become organizational culture. The important 
question is whether the SYMAPRO has succeeded in changing the organization’s 
culture of if has merely been absorbed into that culture, which would dilute its 
capacity to generate significant learning. In practice, both things happen, and the 
balance tilts more towards one side or the other as the case may be.

for example, in an enterprise the order and cleanliness indictor was previously measured by shift supervisors, and it 
turned out that all the shifts always achieved a result of 100 points. the way measurements were taken was reviewed and 
it was found that a very undemanding criterion was being used to gauge cleanliness. therefore the system was modified 
to make measurement more objective, and a person who was not from the area in question was appointed to the task, 
like an internal auditor. this corrected the problem of measuring the indicator.
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The main aim in the renewal stage of the SYMAPRO is to change parts of the 
implanted routine to maintain positive impacts on productivity. After each cycle, 
the objectives, indicators and parameters of the system and reviewed and updated 
if necessary. 

The significant results of the system are reviewed too, and also the total and 
partial measurements, the improvement proposal implementation procedures, 
the participation of staff in the feedback meetings, and the training capsules. 
Depending on this analysis, it may be decided to change some procedures or 
practices so as to improve the system as a whole. 

One key aspect of this review of the SYMAPRO is an examination of how it 
connects with other projects and strategic lines of action in the organization. 
For the SYMAPRO to make a positive impact it will have to be coordinated 
with projects and programmes that are crucial for the organization. This may 
be in the sphere of human resources management, linking this area to self-help 
initiatives like alcoholism treatment or interpersonal relations, or the area of 
skills-based or safety management, for example. Or the connections can be to 
work organization, to order and cleanliness systems like the “5S” or TPM (Total 
Productive Maintenance). There may also be links to the introduction of new 
technologies like new instrumentation or automation, to quality systems like the 
ISO, or to environmental protection schemes.

There are mutual advantages to links like these. The areas and programmes 
benefits insofar as they become anchored in measurable results and generate 
improvement proposals, and the SYMAPRO benefits because its role in the 
organization is strengthened, and it becomes more and more a core instrument 
for ongoing learning in all areas and departments.

“the SyMAPrO must not be allowed to become routine!” With this slogan, an enterprise has kept the SyMAPrO in 
uninterrupted active operation for more than ten years. When the system was being implanted in all areas, and 
afterwards, it was linked to the statistical process control programme, to the iSO, to health and safety at work, to social 
programmes (alcoholism, family break-ups, the pensions system) and to the strategic plans for every operational cycle. 
it has become the core of communication and learning in the organization, and has always maintained its measurement 
results and improvement proposal elements.
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What are the most common difficulties in SYMAPRO management?

Not all organizations manage to adhere to the SYMAPRO as it moves through its 
various stages from start to consolidation, maturity and renewal. This is partly 
because, in practice, these stages do not terminate but continue and co-exist with 
subsequent stages. Aspects that belong in the start stage may re-appear when the 
system has reached maturity, for example if a new SYMAPRO coordinator has to 
be appointed. However, the bulk of the implantation process is put into practice 
in the maturity stage.

In come cases the implantation process can lose ground. This can happen if there 
are leadership problems in the coordination of the system, or if there are changes 
in management in the organization or lack of support from management. Any of 
these eventualities can hinder or interrupt the progress of SYMAPRO implantation, 
or even make it necessary to start again at the initiation stage. There are cases of 
organizations that have re-started the SYMAPRO two or three times.

The typical problems that can cause the SYMAPRO implantation process to slip 
back can be classified as follows:

a) Conditions external to the system (lack of support, participation or leadership 
on the part of management in the organization).

b) Conditions internal to the management of the system (failure to maintain 
the commitments agreed).

c) The way the system is organized (lack of consensus about feedback meeting 
scheduling, not respecting the meetings programme, lack of adequate 
planning or communication about the meetings).

d) Problems in the application of the system’s methodology or techniques 
(measurements not precise or objective, inadequate or inopportune 
processing of measurement results, deficient facilitation at the feedback 
meetings, lack of preparation for these meetings).

typIcal probleMs

•	Lack	of	discipline	in	the	use	and	processing	of	measurement	forms.

•	Deficient	leadership	or	preparation	by	middle	management,	which	makes	the	meetings	a	routine	with	little	meaning.

•	Measurements	that	are	not	objective.

•	Inadequate	data	processing	–	failure	to	respect	the	programming	of	meetings.

•	Lack	of	participation	or	leadership	from	managers.

•	Lack	of	follow-up	on	commitments.

•	Not	knowing	how	to	be	innovative	in	the	dynamic	of	meetings	or	in	training	aspects.

•	Problems	coordinating	schedules. 
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What do the SYMAPRO learning networks consist of?

There is no single correct prescription for handling difficulties in the SYMAPRO 
and constructing a suitable path to implement the system in an organization. 
But what is available to organizations is the stock of experiences and learning 
accumulated by other institutions that have implanted the SYMAPRO.

There are networks of organizations that have implanted the SYMAPRO. These 
consist of informal but systematic systems to share experiences, and they can be at 
the level of a sector or a region. In the sugar sector, for instance, there is a network 
that holds meetings twice a year, and organizations that have implemented or 
are implementing the SYMAPRO take part and share their experiences, forms, 
techniques and procedures. 

At each of these meeting there is a main subject which is an aspect of the SYMAPRO, 
for example health and safety at work, skills-based training, working in teams, the 
role of the supervisor, quality systems, etc. This main theme is chosen in function 
of the network members’ common needs and interests at that particular time.

Each organization makes a presentation about its experiences and proposed 
improvements in relation to the main theme and SYMAPRO implementation. 
This avoids repetition at the meetings, and it motivates the member organizations 
to experiment with new paths and constantly introduce innovations into the 
system. 

Participation in this kind of learning network is part of the SYMAPRO management 
strategy, and it helps to sustain and improve the SYMAPRO as it constitutes a 
knowledge base that the participant organizations construct among themselves. 
For the network to function and keep operating systematically, leadership is 
needed, and the ideal candidate to play this role is a vocational training institution 
that works in cooperation with employers’ and workers’ organizations. Private 
consultants can join the network and even become the leader, provided they 
adhere to its basic philosophy of altruistically sharing knowledge. 

The eighth meeting of the SYMAPRO 
network in the sugar sector, held in 
2005 in Guatemala under the auspices 
of INTECAP (the Technical Institute of 
Training and Productivity of Guatemala).
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